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After completlonof the ShuttleUpper AtmosphereMass Spectrometer
(SUMS)certificationand acceptancetests,instrumentcalibrationwas per-
fomed on SUMSfltght unit number 1, PIN 3290600. Results of the calibration
and the as-run test procedures are presented herein.
Section 1 compiles general description and data. These include
output data description, engineering data conversion factors, tables and
curves and calibration on instrument gauges,
Section 2 presents static calibration results, Instrument sensitive
versusexternalpressurefor N2 and 02 were determined. Data fromeach scan _
of calibrationare providedin the data tapes. Typicaldata plots from N2
and 02 are provided. Sensitivityof SUMSat inletfor N2 and 02, and ratios
of 14/28for nitrogenand 16/32for oxygenare presented.
Section3 presentsdynamiccalibrationdata. Nitrogengas is admitted
to the SUMS inletin a controlledpressurerise from a pressureof approximately
10-4 Tort to approximately25 Torr, Duringthe pressurerise the nitrogen2B
and 14 peaks are recorded. The responseof the instrumentfrom this test are
....._ comparedto the staticcalibrationto determinethe time responseof theinstrument. Correctedion currentvs. time, plotsof fractionof static
drops and tablesof time, pressure,current,fractionsand ratiosof inlet
transducerto Baratronare provided.
Section4 presentscompositionchangescalibrationresults. Nitrogen
is admittedto the SUMS inlet in a controlledpressurerise. At given pressure
points,the gas compositionis switchedto a nitrogen/oxygenmixture. From
this tes, time responseto the compositionchange is determined. Corrected
ion currentvs. timeand tablesof time, pressureand currentare provided.
The As-Run Proceduresfor static,dynamicand compositionchange
calibrationsare includedin AppendixA of this report. Also includedis
the as-runtest procedurefor calibrationof molecularleaks for 02 and N2.
Data printoutsand data tapes from each scanof calibrationhave
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The OEX/SUMSinstrumentis builtarounda Viklng/UAMSinstrument. The
UAMS dataoutputformat Is not directlycompatiblewith the ShuttlePCM system.
In order to interfaceUAMSwith the PCM, it was necessaryto changeits serial
outputformatto a parallelformat. This is all donewithinthe SUMS instrument.
UAMS Data Format
The SUMS data formatis easierto understandif the UAMS formatis first
understood. The data comes from UAMS seriallyin 5 secondminor frames, (See
FigureI). The first 16 bits form the ID or SYNCword. The next 12 eight bit
words are UAMS Housekeepingwords. (Notto be confusedwith SUMSHousekeeping
words which will be discussedlater). The remainderof the 5 secondframe is
' _ made up of 432 ninebit sciencewords.
The 432 nine bit sciencewords are of two types;high mass and low mass.
There are 360 highmass and 72 low mass sciencewords per 5 secondminor frame.
Thus there are five times as many high masswords as low mass words. The low
mass words followevery fifth highmass word in the UAMS data format. The
first high mass word which has a low mass word followlngit is dependentupon
the interlacingframe numberwhich is discussedbelow.
As mentionedabove,the UAMS data comes out in the form of 5 secondminor
frames. Four of these minor framesconstitutea major frame. It is important
to note that each S secondminor frame standsalone as a completemass spectra.
The onlydifference,formatwise, betweenadjacent5 secondminor frames is the
interlacingof the high and low mass sciencewords.
The four differentminor frameformatsare referredto as frames#I, #2,
#3 ur #4. Two bits in the firstB bit UAMS Housekeepingword are used to
identifythe frame number. (SeeTable I for bit definitions).
The high mass/lowmass interlacingis as follows. The firstof the 432
sciencewords is alwaysa high mass word. For frame #I, the first low mass word




, OF POOR QUALITY
word thereafter. For frame #2 the first low massword follows the secondhigh
) mass word, and low mass words follow every fifth high massword thereafter.
For frames #3 and #4 the first low mass word follows the tilird and fourth,
respectively, high masswords, and low mess words fo'llow every fifth high
mass word thereafter. Thts interlacing is illustrated below where "H"
signifies a 9 bit htgh n_ss science word and "L" signifies a 9 bit lowmass
science word.
frame#I HL HHHHHLHHHHHLHH ...
frame #2 H H L HM H H H L H H H H H L H ...
frame #3 HHH LHHH HHL HHHHHL ...
frame #4 HHHHLHHHHHLHHHHH ...
Table 1 identifies and describes the for,klt of the 12 eight bit UAMS
Housekeepingwords. References to the SUMSor PCMdata formats will be
discussed below.
SUMS Data Format
The SUMS interfaceswith th_ PCM consistof two 8 bit paralleldigital
ports and 12 analogports, SUMS is currentlyusing PCM Format3A. In this
formatSUMS has continuoususe of word slots47 and 48 for the digitaldata.
The analog datauses word slot 49. the first 12 words deep in each data cycle.
Table 2 liststhe SUMS analogchannelsand their levels. The remainder
of the SUMS Data Formatdiscussionwill deal only with the SUMS paralleldigital
data.
The functionof the SUMS digitalelectronicsis to convertthe UAMS serlal
data to 16 bit parallelwords which the PCM can accept. Since the rateat which
the PCM can sampleSUMSdata is _ functionof the PCM data cyclewidth, it was
not practicalto have a synchronousinterfacewith UAMS. Thereforethe interface
with UAMS is asynchronousand the PCM oversamplesSUMS In order to captureall
the UAMS data.
SUMS outputsa 16 bit (2-8bit) parallelword onceevery PCM mainframe.
This word is synchronouswith the PCM clock, Its rate is the sameas the PCM
mainframerate. (8 msecondsnominally).
The SUMS 16 bit words are of two types (see Figure2). The first type is
the SUMSData Wordwhich containsthe UAMS digitaldata. The SUMS Data Words
can be recognizedby a zero in the MSB. The secondtype of word is the SUMS
Housekeepingword. The SUMS Housekeepingwords have a one in the MSB.
The UAMS Data is formattedinto 16 bit SUMSData Wordsas follows:
(referto FiguresI and 2), The 16 bit UAMS ID/SYNCword is spllt into two







Each of the 12 B bit UAHSHousekeeping words are put into the low end of a
16 bit SUMSData word. The 432 g bit science words are also each put Into the
low end of a 16 SUMSData word. Therefore t¢ requtres a total of 446 16 bit
SUMSData words to output a 5 second frame of UAMSdata.
Note again that all SUMSData words are identified by a zero In the MSB.
In addition, the two halves of the UAMSID/SYNCword have bit 9 set to a one.
(See Figure 2). Thts bit untquely identifies the two halves of the ID/SYNC
word for all SUMSdigital data. Bits 10 through 14 of the SUMSData Wordare
don°¢ cares.
The ID/SYNCword (in SUMSformat) is gXXXXX1XZ1191011for thc first half
and gXXXXXIXIO0100OOfor the secondhalf. ._
At a PCMmainframe rate of 8 milliseconds it takes the PCM3.57 seconds (which
is less than 5 seconds) to collect 446 SUMSwords. Thts illustrates the need
i-- for the SUMSHousekeeping words. Whenthe PCMis ready to read a word, SUMS
will it DataWord if is avallable, If n_t it sends SUMS
_end a one a Housekeeping
word. The SUMSHousekeepingword contains14 one bit statusflags, (See
Table 3).






,, OF POOR QUALITY lable 1
UAHSHOUSEKEEPINGWORDSMEASUREMENTSLI T
prepared by: Greg Robertson, Bendlx Aerospacedate: 2-9-81
revised: 3-23-82
MeasurementTttle _ Dtgttal Limits {Decimal)
1" Ftlament NO., I1. eV, Frame No. ***
+15 VDCSupply 0-20 VDC 178 - 204
3 -15 VDCSupply -30 - 0 VDC 120 - 142
4 Ion PumpVoltage 0-5000 VDC 143 - 191 %
5 Ion Source Temperature -60-300°F 029 - 120 '_
6 Electrometer PreampTemp. -60-190°F 076 - 19fi
7 +5 VDCSupply 0-10 VDC I15 , 1(i
8 A/D Voltage Reference 0-10 VDC 153 - 1/4
g Total Emission Current 0-200 HA "_5 - 141
10 Electron Collector Current 0-200 HA 092 - 134
) 11 Electron Acceleration Voltage 0-100 VDC 178 - 204
12 Ion Acceleration Voltage 0-200 VDC 026 - 046
* This number is the _rder in which the UAMS HOUSEKEEPINGwords followthe
UAMS ID/Syncword in the PCM data format. That is, once the secondhalf
of the UAMS IO word (-929_H)is see1_in the PCM data stream,then the hext
SUMSData Word (i.e.,the nextword with MSB - _) will be a 16 bit word
of which the lower 8 bitswill be a UAMSHOUSEKEEPINGword. This word
will containinformationabout the statusof the FllamentNumoer,Elec-
tron IonizingPotentialand the UAMS InterlacingFrame Number.
The next SUMS Data Wordwill containthe +15 VDC Supplyvoltage,and so on.
The UAMS ScienceData followsthe twelthUAMS HOUSEKZEPINGword.
** The rangesof all the UAMSHOUSEKEEPINGwords,with the exceptionof l, 5
and 6, are linearand representedby an 8 bit number.




5 and 4 Filamentin use I¢ - #I; _I - #2
3 and 2 IonizingPotential I_ • 75 eV; _I - 25 eV
I and 0 Interlacingframe # _ = #I; _1 _ #2;
I_ - #3; 11 _ #4








' ORDINAL PAGE _ Table 3
OF POOR QUAL_'Y
St/MSHOUSEKEEPINGWORDSBIT ASSIGNMENT
_ prepared by: G. Robertson, Bendix Aerospacedate: 2-9-81
revised: 3-23-82
BIT I VALUENUMBER FUNCTION _- _ 1-
15 alwaysset to one for SUMSHOUSEKEEPINGwords
14 Ion PumpCurrent Too High (O.K.)
i
13 UAMSIon PumpPower (ON) OFF
1
12 SUMSInstrument Power ON OFF ,
11 Inlet Pressure (Too High) O.K. ".
1¢ Interne1 Pressure Too Low (O.K.,)
9 alway,s set to zero for non-SUMSID word
8 SUNSProgram Error Error Detected (O,K.)
7 Processor Halt Halt (O.K.)
r_ 6 SUMSBuffer Overflow Overflow Detected (O.K.)
5 Decode ID word found Searching for
ID word
4 U/_LSReset Operate Reset (Release Reset)
3 System Reset Operate Reset (Release Reset)
2 Protection Valve Command Open (Close)
1 RangeValve Command Open (Close)
Inlet Valve Command Open (Close)
Parenthetical values are "on ground nominal".
SUMSIon PumpPower On: SUMSHSKWord - D5FFH*
SUMSIon Pump& Inst. Power On: SUMSHSKWord- CSDFH**
*This number ts constant once everything is initialized (msecs).




- Figure3 Map of One SUMS Data Frame
) ORDINAL pAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY _ PCMFormat 3A word _lots 47 & 48
" L-_ 16 bits.--_) ID/SYNC(1st half)
i-: SUMSHSKWord
| "-- -( ZD/SYNC(2ndhalf)
E I .tuAMs,S_.ord
SUMS HSK Word
:'_ _ _ SUMS HSK Word




_- I 1St UAMS DataWord
SUMS HSK Word
i F -- J 2ridUAMS DataWord
L _,.,_,,,L._..J 432nd UAMS Data W°rd
Note: The placementof the SUMS HSK words above is typicalonly. Actual





Table 4 suHsPCn)STAT[MP[_ATUm[LOOKUPTAIL[ OF POOR QUALITY
TNERHIJTOR 8"311"P-1t'|41 Rle3?tBO 82m14e80 G-S,|569 OFFEET=3,??B_
"') PCfl fl/D 'TEflPERflTURE UNCERTAINTY PCfl A,_ TERPE_ATUKE UNCERTAINTY
OUTPUT (DEG F) (*4- OEGF) OUTPUT ()[G F) (*F- OEGF_
0 -09,2 0,5
4 -|8.3 3.5 && -0,9 1,S
S -37,4 0.4 6? -O,S 1,9
6 -3_.6 a,4 _8 -0,0 1.9
? -39.? 0.3 89 0.4 1.9
8 -J4,8 0.3 70 0,9 1.9
9 -04.0 3.2 71 h3 1.9
SO -33,2 3,1 72 1.8 1.9
1! -38.4 3,1 ?3 8.8 1,9
13 -31,8 0,0 ?4 0,8 1.9
13 °30.9 3,2 ?S 3.1 1,0
14 -_8.1 3.3 tO 0,6 1,0
IS -39,4 8.9 ?? 4.0 1.8
l& -88.8 3.9 78 4,4 1.0
I? "27.9 O*O 79 4.0 1,8
12 -2?,Z |,l ii 5,3 1,t
19 -28.5 8.8 81 5.? 1.8
80 -85.0 3,? 82 8.1 1,0
81 -85,2 8.7 83 8,8 1,$
82 -34.5 8.? 24 ?,O 1.0
83 -23.9 8,8 05 7,4 1,8
84 -23.2 8.6 06 ?,O 1.8
85 -82,8 3.6 87 2.3 1.8
86 -81.9 8,5 88 i,? l,i
8? -21.3 3.4 09 9.1 1,0
Ze -20.? 8.4 90 9._ I.S
89 -20.1 8.4 91 9.9 1.B
39 ol9.5 8.4 92 10.4 1,$
31 o18.9 , 0.4 93 13,8 1.8
22 °18.3 2,3 94 11,8 1.8
33 *1?,7 2.3 95 11.6 1.0
04 -17,1 8.3 96 18,0 1.$/ 05 -18,6 8.3 9? 12.4 1.$
36 -!i.e 3,3 90 12.0 1,0
37 -15,4 8.2 99 13,3 1.8
30 014,9 8,2 100 13.7 1.6
09 -14.3 3,2 191 14.1 I,?
48 -13.8 8,2 103 14,5 1.7
41 -13.3 8,2 103 14,9 1.7
42 -12,? 8,2 104 15,3 1.7
43 -12,8 8,1 195 15,? 1,7
44 "11.? 8.1 136 16.1 I.¢
45 -11.1 0*1 1e7 16.5 !.e
46 -tO.6 l,l toe 16,9 1.7
4? -IO, I l,l lO? 17.4 1.7
48 -9.8 8.1 119 17.0 1.7
49 -9,1 8.1 I11 10.2 1,7
80 -8,8 3,1 112 tO.1 1.?
51 -8,1 0.9 113 19.0 1,7
52 07.6 2.9 114 19.4 1.7
53 -7.1 2,0 115 19.0 1,_
54 -8.6 8.0 116 28,2 I,?
55 -8,1 |,e 117 80,6 I,?
56 -5.6 2,0 110 21.0 1.7
57 -5,2 8,0 119 21.4 1,_6e -4.7 2.e 130 31.e 1,7
59 -4.2 8.0 121 2_.2 |,?
40 -3.? 1.9 123 22,8 l,_
il -3,3 1.9 123 23,G 1,7(2 -2,0 1,9 124 2_.4 I,T
43 -2.3 1.9 13_ l$.e I._
84 -1,9 1,9 !21 24.3 1,7
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PCfl A'D T|flII'ER_TUR[ UNCI_TR|NTY PCfl R D T|MP|PRTU_[ UqCITR|NTY
OUTPUT IOIG 9) (*,- HG F) OUTPUT (DIG F_ (*s- mEG P)
109 H,1 t*? 191 62,3 1.0
It9 05,5 t.? 102 52.0 1.9
111 |9.9 I.? 193 §3.3 1,9
131 |6,) I.? 104 03.0 1,1
132 |6,? I.? 195 04.$ 1.9
15) |?,1 l.? 19L S4.0 t.e
134 |9.5 I.? 197 55.3 2.0
035 t?.9 h? 19_ 55.t Z.e
138 t|.$ h? 199 s_.) t.D
137 to.? 1.? too 01.| t.o
138 09.1 t.? 001 57.$ t.0
139 09.5 t*? t02 U?.| t.e
149 39.9 I.? 303 51.4 3.0
141 JJ.4 |.0 004 50.9 t,0
fez JO,O 1,1 305 59.4 t*1
043 Jl.t 1.0 t08 59.9 t.I
144 51.6 I.O 307 49.5 I,l ||45 51.l I.? Ill II,l I.|
14_ 32,4 1,9 319 01._ 1.1
147 ll,l I.? ill 02ol 1.1|48 D3.3 1.? Ill 12°i l,l
149 33,? I.? 112 13,1 2.2|30 34.1 1.? 213 03.9 2.2
151 24.5 1.? 114 14.$ 2.2
S52 34.9 |,? 215 44,9 2,3
153 $5.3 I.? Z)( 55.5 2.2
154 35.0 I.? lit i8.9 2.3
155 34,2 I.? 210 66.t 2.2
158 $4.4 1.9 219 47.3 2,$
157 $?.0 l.? 220 47.8 2.3
J5_ 37.5 I,? 221 11.4 2,)
15_ 37.9 t.? 32_ 49.0 2._|8_ 38,3 1.? 223 49.£ 2.3
111 38,? 1.? 224 ?e.2 2.3
ll_ 39.2 I.? 225 70,0 2.4
li3 29.8 I*? 22_ 71.4 2.4
144 49.1 I,? 22? 72.1 3.4
145 48,5 I.? 230 92.? 2.4
li_ 41,9 _,? 229 ?3.4 3.5
147 41.3 1.0 238 74.1 2,5
148 41.0 I.l 231 ?4.? 2.5
109 42.2 1.9 232 95.3 2.5
lye 42.? I.l 233 78.O 2.5
I?! 43.1 1.9 234 76.? 2.(
I?Z 43.5 1.8 235 ??.4 2.8
173 44.0 l,l 238 78.1 2.6
174 44.4 |.0 237 78.8 3.?|95 44,9 1.0 23b ?_.5 3,?
I?l 45.3 l.l 239 10.2 3.?
1?? 45.1 1.0 2"0 10.$ Z*?
171 41.2 I,t 3t_ 01.? 2.1
l?9 44.? l.l 242 03.4 2.$
tie 47.2 1.8 24) !_.2 3.9
101 47.4 1.9 344 9_,9 3.9
102 4D, I 1,1 345 14.? 3._
103 48.5 I,l 348 0_.5 2,*
134 49.0 1.9 24? 9(.3 _,0
II_ 49.5 !.9 24_ 8_.I _.0
138 49.9 1,9 24! 07.9 3,1
It? 5D.4 1.9 250 08.8 ;,1
Ill ll,) 1.9 251 |9,_ 3.3
119 51.4 1.9 25_ 90._ ).2
19_ 31.9 1._ 353 91.4 ).2
00000001-TSB05
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UAM5 HOUSE KEEPINGMONITORS
I. +15 Volt Supply-V15 Where DIGI5 Is the digitaloutput
! V15 • 20* DIG1s for +15 volt supply.
2. -15 Volt SupplyV l5
V.15 = 0.118 * DIG.15 " 0.1574 * OIG1s
Where DIG.15 is dtgita] output of -15 Volt supply
DIG 15 is digital output of 15 Volt supply
3. Ion :ump Voltage





6. +5 Volt Supply
V5 • 10 * DIG5
Volts O_l_ QUAY'
7. A/D ReferenceVoltage ,F _R
VA/o-io,OZGAZoV lt255
8. EmissionCurrent
Ie - 100 * DIGe uA
126
g. CollectorCurrent
I c _ 100 * DIGc
126
I0. ElectronVolta9e
VeV - 75 * DIGev" Near 75 eV
190
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SCIENCEDATA LOOK UP TABLE ORIGINAL PAGE HI
OF POOR QUALITY
LIST OF RRRR',' S RLL VRLUE_ - XE-15 RHF"_
COL i CCL 2 COL 3 COL 4
ROW 1 I.BOCBOE ~ 2.$000_E+013,BOBO_E*O! 5,3eOOBE 
2N 2 4.96¢eeE*B2 _.IIOOCE „ 5.2_eOOE#e2_.42000E,02
ROW 3 9.92eOOE_2 1.620_E_3 1,0_e_E_03 l.¢_OeOE+03
RON 4 |.98_00E_0@ 2.B4OO_E+O_ _.II_OOE_03 _.17_0_E ˜
ÜX _ 3. 78 Æx 4.¢_00£E+¢34,21800E À~ 4,33000£+03
ROW ? 1.59000E_04 1.6400_E+04 1._000E_04 1.73000E*04
RON e 3.17_OE_e4 3.27e_E º„ 3.37_0_E*043,470e_E 
9 6 35e_ _@4 6 540 eE ~ 6,74_00E_04¢.93 0 #_4 ,
ROX le 1,27eOOE ~ 1,3100_E´~ 1.3SeOOE ´~ _.39eOOEii_ N 12 5,es eE À~ S.2300e _e_5.39eOOE_O_ 5.5_000E 
>W 3 l,¢_O E ´~ 1o_500_E*@£1,¢080¢E ´~ l,ll¢_eE¤
Î4 2.83_e_ #¢¢ 2.890e_E À„ 2.168_eE*¢_2 22_BE+_g
RON ! 6.9_800E ºx 8.4e_O_E x 9.geSO_Ex 1.14eOSE_82
ROW 2 S.S?_OOE*02 S,?2eOOE À„ 5.¢?O00E_OZ_.@_O00E 
JN 3 i,ll_O_E#O_ 1.14 _ +O$ l.i?_OeE_e_ 1,2_eE+_3
RON 4 2.23_eOE Àx 2.29eO_EÂÀ~ 2,35_0_E+032,41_@E+0_
_., RON 6 8.91eOOE+_3 9,1600eE À~ 9.4_000E*039,_4eOeE <z/
RON 9 ?.15@00E_04 7,3200¢E ºx ?.5_0_E Àx ?,?l_E_g4
RON 1_ 1.45e_E+@5 1.4_0_E ´„ 1,50_OE´x t,54000E 
¬W 1 2.8 g_E Àx 2.93_0_E+¢53,@I_g_E+OS 3._9_eeE+e5
ROW _2 _.7000_E Æx 5,$_0_E_56,02000E.0_ 6.17000E 
Ì13 1.14 0 _0_ 1.1700_E_0_ 1.20 _ _0_ 1.23_ 
V4 2,28 _ 2.34_ 0 ~ 2.41000E_0_2 4 ¤"COL 9 COL le COL t! COL t2
RON I 1,3eSOBE º~ 1.4_eOOE´~ 1.6_000E_021.7500@E 
N$W 2 6.1 e@ ~ 6.3300¢E À~ 6.4_OeOE_O_6.64 _E_2
ROW 3 1.24e_eE*e_ 1.27_O_E „ 1.30_OOE´x 1.33000En%4 2.47505 + 3 2,$30_0E+_3 2._9_E*e2 _.66eeOE*e3
RON 5 4.9488eE+83 s.eTeeeE,e3 5. tg@¢eE+e3 5.3162=E+83
RO_ £ 9.egeeoE,e3 lo$1eSeE+e4 t.e4eeoE_e4 l.eGeSeE#e4
RON 7 l,geBgOE x 2.e300_E 'ºx 2.eS_OEÀx 2.12eO_E+_4
ROW 8 _.96_E Æ~ 4._50_E*_44.15_00E_04 4.2500_E 
,(9 ? 1 ŠtleOSE+04 e 3_OSE*04 B.SeOOeE+04
ROW 1_ I.SB_OOE+O_ 1.62_OOE*e_ 1.6_eOSE*O_ 1.?0_90E+9_
RON 11 3. t¢_O_E+eT 3.240_EE+05 3.32@00E*0_ 3.40000E+0_
RON 12 _,3$eeOE x 6,4_99_E+e__,g4_OOE_e_ ¢.BgOOOE+O_
RON t3 1.2?@OeE,e_ 1.3eOOOE+O_ 1.33_0@E*0_ 1.3600_E+0_







LIST OF RFFR','S _LL VRLU[_ * 1[-1_ _MF:;.
COL 13 CCL 14 COL 15 COL [(
RON | 1.91_00E*02 Z,e_E*02 2.ZIBOOE+O_ 2,37000E*0_
ROH 2 6.?gBOOE+_: 6.9400_E_0_ ?.IOBOOE+02 ?.2_000£+0_
ROM 3 1,3_00_E+03 1.3900_E*03 1.42000£+03 1.4_O00E_O_
ROM 4 _,?200_E+G3 2.7800_£+03 Z,|400O(*O_ 2,_0000[+03
RON 5 5.43_0E*03 5.5500CE+0_ 5.68000E*03 _.lO000E+03
ROW 6 l.e_OOOE+04 |,|lO0(Ee04 1.14000E*04 I.I_O00E+04
RON ? 2, l?O00Ee04 Zo2_OO_E*04 2,27000E*04 _.3_000E*04
RON B 4.35_00E+04 4,44000E*_4 4.54000[+04 4.64_00E*04
RON 9 O,69eOOe*O_ e,e_ooeE+e4 9.eeeooe,04 9,29000E,_4
ROH 10 I.?4_OOE+O_ 1.780_E+0_ I,_ZOOOE*O_ 1,$_O00E ‚N 1 3.4_000E+0_ 3.S_OO_E*O_ $,63_00E+05 3.?I 00E+O_,
RO_ 12 _,95000E+0_ ?,IIOOCE+O_ ?,27000E À~ ?.4ZOOOE*O_
RON 13 1.3_eOOE*O_ _.42_00E*6_ 1,45_OOE+_g 1.48000E+0_
COL t7 C_L t_ COL t9 COL ZO
I RO_ 1 _.52000E+02 2._?00_E*02 2.e_OOOE+02 Z._8OOOE*O_
i RON 2 ?.40000E+O_ ?._500_E Àx ?,?l_OOE*O_?._6000E*O_
I RON 3 1,46000E+0_: 1,51000E_03 _,5400bE*O_, 1.57000E+03
RON 4 2,gFOOOE_03 3._2000E+03 3,0_00E*03 3.14000E+02
ROH 5 5,92000E*03 _.8400CE+0_ 6.16_00£+0_ _,29000E*03
i RON _ 1.18000E*04 1,2100_£_04 1°23000E+04 1.26000E+04
RON ? 2,37_00_+04 2,4_00_E+04 2.47_00E+04 3._10_0E*04
RON e 4,740_0E*04 4,S300_E*04 4,_3000E+04 5,03000E+0,|
ROW _ $.47000E*04 9._?00_E+04 9,S_OOE À´~ l°Ol_OOE+05
ROW 10 1.89000E+0_ 1.9300£E+05 1.97_0E_05 _,OIO00E+O_
RO_ I! 3,79000E*05 3._00_E+05 3,95000E_05 4.e_OOeE ”12 ?.58 +0_ ? 73 0_E*05 ?.69 * _ 6 05000E*0_
i RON 13 1.52000E+0_ 1.5_O0_E*O_ 1.58000E_0_ 1°61000£+0_
; ROH 14 3._3000E+OE: 3._900_E+06 3.1_00E Æx 3._20_0E*06
I
COL 21 CCL 22 COL 23 COL 24
RON ! 3,13000E Àx 3,2600_E*0_3.43000E+0_ 3._9000E+0_
RON 2 _._)O00E+O_ 8,1_09_E*0_ =.32_00E+0_ 6.4_000E+0_
• RON 3 1.60000E+03 1._300_E+03 I._OOE*03 1.69000E+03 *
R0¼ 4 3.20000E+0_ 3.2TOO_E*03 3.33_00E+03 3.3_000E*0_
RON 5 _.41_00E+03 _.5300_E*03 $.65_00E*03 6.??000E+03RON _ 1.29000E*04 1.3tOO_E*@4 I.33eOOE x 1.3_0_0E*04
RON ? Z._6000E*$4 2.=1_0_£*04 =._g_OOE+_4 _.?IO00E+_4
RON 8 5.13000E+04 5.Z2000E+04 5.32000E x _.42000£+04
RON 9 I.e_O00£*O_ 1._4005E ´~ |,e_000£,05I,_$O00E+O_
ROH tO 2.e_O_OE+O_ _.9_00_£+0_ Z. I3OOOE,O_ 2. I?O00E*O_.
RON 11 4.lO_OOE*O_ 4.|_OOCE*O_ 4.26000£*05 4.34000E*0_
ROH 12 I._OOOOE Æ~ _.3_OOeE*O__._2_OOE+O_ _,_?O00E*O_
ROW 13 I._40_OE*O_ |._?_E*O6 1.?_O00E*Ot I.?3000E*OE








L]_T OF RkF_R'¢ _ _LL V_LUE£ * IE-15 _P_.
COL 25 COL 2_ COL 2? COL 2e
RGW ! 3.?4000E_6Z 3.¢_¢0_E*0_ 4.¢4¢OOE_D_ 4.20000£ ¶O 2 |,62@ *0_ I,??00£E_ 2 B,93BOOE+O_ 9,0_O00E @3 1. 2¢ .´~ l.?S&OeE*O@1.79000E*03 1.S2 OOE_O_!
ROW 4 3,4_000E_0_ 3,_le_E_03 3,57eOOE ºx 3,g3000E_O$
ROW 5 ¢.90060E_03 ?._200£E_05 ?.14e00£ $ºx ?.2¢000E ê_ 1,36 0 *_4 |,4000_E ®„ |,43_00E_041,45000E*04
ROW ? 1.?_¢00E ~ 2.11¢0_E+042.¢_¢06E ´~ 2.91_0¢E_04
ROW 8 _,52000E ~ _,6200¢E„ 5 71_ 0 _045,_1000E_04 ._
ROW 10 2.21eOOE_O_ 2.2S00C_*05 2.29000E*0_ 2.32000E_0_
ROW 11 4,41_0E Æx 4,4900_EÀ„ 4oS?eOOE Àx 4,6_00_E
82 i.¢3000 ,05 ¢.9800_E   t.14000E ºx 9.30000E
Â3 I.??O_OE*O_ l._O _O_ 1.83000_,0_ 1.8g000£,0_
ROW 14 3._3_E Æ„ 3.59_.E+063.6£_O_E*Sg 3.7200_E*_6
COL _ _OL 30 COL 3_ COL 3_
ROW 2 9.2_0_E_02 9.3BOOOE*02 9.54000E_02 9._000E_02
ROW 3 I,_O_OE_O$ 1,8_00_ff ´„ I._I_OOE*O_l°9400BE X0¢4 4 3.6_800E*0_ 3.?_O0_E º~ 3.81800E_03_._O 0 +O_:
/- ROH 5 ?,3@_OOE*_; ?,5100_E_05 ?,F_@OOE_O_ ?,?5000E f¢÷
rü r ROH_ 1.4_000E+04 1._OOA_E_04 1.53_00£_04 1.5_ +04
ROW ? 2,_00E_04 3,_000_E*04 3,_000E „ _,10000E_04
ROW S 5,91_00E*04 6,¢|OOE*E ~ _,1_00E_04_._O00_E_J _0i4 9 1.18@ 0E+65 1.2000_E ´~ 1.22000E+051.24 +05
RO_ 10 2.36_00E Æ~ 2.4000_EÀ„ 2.44_00E_0_2°4_000_ Z! 1 4,?30 +0_ 4.8000eE+O_ 4,8_000E ~ 4,9600_E W 2 _.45 E_0_ 9 61_ _ 05 9.??O 0E_O_ _.92 E+_




22,14 THIRD AVENUE |URLINGTON, MAa|ACHUaETTE O1_3 TILEPHQNE 6171271.9255 TELEX _ 937_CALIBRATIONRECORDSHEET
The followingdatawas measuredon the MKS BaratronHead identifiedby Type
and SerialNumber, Calibrationis performedu_ing an MKS transferstandardthat
has bean calibratedwith a CEC Air Dead-WeightTesterwhich is traceableto the
NationalBureauof Standards,
CALIBRATIQNDATA
PRESSURE COMPUTED ACTUAL ERROR
STD. mmHg LINEAR D.C. OUTPUT (= MY) *_
D,C. OUTPUT
_O0000 .OOOO ,OOO0 O.O
.I0521 1.0521 1.0521 0.0l I]_
,21043 2.1043 2.1052 +o.g
.31564 3.1564 3.1572 +0.8tl
.42086 4.2086 4.2095 +0.9
,-,d .52607 _ 5.2607 , 5.2636 +2.9
.63128 6.3128 6.3157 +2.9
.73650 7.3650 7.3680 +3.0
_84171 8.4171 8.4209 +3.8
t94693 9.4693 9.4733 +4.0
1.05214 10.5214 10.5254 +5.0
Head Type 310BHS-I Data By: BL
Ser, No. /93_-/ 6_'L33 CheckedBy: _F_.
5.13.81
"--"'-" Date:
Indicator Type I_O_4-GC Sys. Ok. : _, _
Ser, No. I _ _ _-3
NOTES: 1. Temperature regulated units must be operated on regulated heat
approximately2 hours beforecheckor resettingcalibration,
2, BakeableHeads are calibratedat 25°C and Temp, Comp. pot set
at 500.
3, MKS DIGITALREADOUTSREAD DIRECTLYIN PRESSURE.
ORIGINAL PAGE II
OF POOR QUALr'I_
................................. i _- ac--_a
00000001-TS813
[_._L!_ | _ PRFCi_ Ok
VACU_h' P_E_uRE FLOW
j_') 22._4THI_DAVENUE |URLtNGTON, MABaACHUI_'_tS 01SO3 TELEPHONE6171272D2SS TELEX Q4.m_75
CALIBRATIONRECORDSHEET
The folIowln9data was measuredon the MKS BaratronHead identifiedby Type and
SerlalNumber. CallbratlonIs performedusingan MKS transferstandardthat has been
callbratedwith a CEC Air Dead-NelghtTesterwhich is traceableto the NationalBureau
of Standards.
CALIBRATIONDATA
PRESSURE COMPUTED ACTUAL ERROR
S_O. mmHg LINEAR D.C. OUTPUT (_ MV)
D.C.OUTPUT
.O0O .0000 .0000 0,0
10.082 1.0082 1.0082 0.0
, i
20.164 2.0164 2.0164 0.0
30.246 3.0246 • 3.0246 0.0
40.328 4.0328 4.0328 0.0
/
J 50.410 5.0410 5.040| -0.9
......60.491 . 6.0491 , . 6.0473 -1.8
70_573 7.0573 7,0573 0.0
80.138 8.0138 8.0110 -2.8
r
....90.479 9.0479 9o0551 -2,8
100.819 10. 0819 I 0.0819 .O.0
Head Type 3108HS-100 Data By: BL
$er. No. /PJ_b'F-- _ _._'S"_t-_ CheckedBy:
Date: 5-5-81
Indicator Type /70_(-(_ Sys. Ok.: ?, 8
Ser. No. (937_-
NOTES: 1. Temperature regulated units must be operated on regulated heat approximatel_
2 hours beforecheckor resettingcalibratlon,
2, BakeableHeads are calibratedat 25°Cand Temp. Comp. pot set at 500.
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ORIGINAL F,_'.";_ _''_ .......







e C:OIqI,IEHT$ (IT';=CHRRFiC:TERS;, 5C_ TYPE I SIZE 5{I
1 TIf'IE ';ISEC:OHDS.:, 488 TYPE £ _.¢;IZE_'4e
2 ItILETF',:_.',IqUC:ER ,:',VCLTS;, 488 TYPE E', SIZE 248
3 E,'RRRTROHPRESS, ,.'.TCRR> 4E:e TYF'E S SIZE 249
4 SUIIS HSK NOi;;:li (IE E=ITIIECII,IRL)4BE_ TYPE S SIZE 240
5 URr'IE;H.'.a;KI,IORD_; (E_BIT IIECIr,IRL;',2BEE+ TYPE I SIZE 24B_12
6 RI'IIJ2_: (6 SRI'IPLEE;:)(9 BIT TIEC:INFIL_'1448 TYPE I SIZE 24e_(_
? QHU It4(_ SR/'IF'LES> (9 E:ITI_EE:IIqFIL>144.0TYPE I E.IZE24E_6
@: FIr,IU28 (?.i.ElHIGHEST> (9 BIT IqEC.'II'IRL)24C_ TYPE I S;I.."E?.4_













Duringthe SUMS DynamicCalibrationvariousdata is readand
storedon tape once every flve seconds. One of the values
stored ts the reading of the HPB5real ttme clock. This clock
is initiallyset to zero at the beginningof each calibration
run. Since the HPB5 is a serialmachine,timingoffsetsarise
betweenthe time the clock is read, and the time other date is
collected. This paper describesthese offsets.
Definitions:
Let Tn be the value read from the clockfor a given five second
groupof data. (The"Nth" group)
Note that the clock has an accuracyof ± I msec (for
the durationof each run) and a resolutionof I msec.
However,due to data tape space restrictions,T,, as
recorded,is roundedoff to the nearest0.1 seconds.
OffsetValues:
I) Clock Read - Tn (to O.i sec resolution)
2) SUMS HSK Word • Tn-1 + 1.023 seconds
3) SUMS InletPressureTransducer• Tn + 2.100 seconds
- time measuredto "TRIGGER" command.
4) BaratronPressure• Tn + 1.118seconds
5) OutputNext Pressure- Tn + 2.130 seconds
6) Peak Data
For simplicity,assumethat the time at which the
g bit scienceword for a particularscan step number
emergesfrom SUMS, Is the same timeas which it
was sampledby the UAMS sensor. That is, ignoreall
delaysdue to bufferingof data by UAMS end SUMS, and
the uncertaintiesintroduceddue to the asynchronous








Given the above,the timeoffsetf_r a given scan
step number(SSN) Is:
Tssn (SSN) • -[(226-SSN) * .0135] -.022 seconds
Assumingpeak centerscan stepnumbersof:
101 for AMU 28
215 for AMU 14
The offsets will be: t
Tssn (101) - -1.7095 seconds (AMU2B)
Tssn (215) = -0.1705 seconds (ANU14)
r,
ORIGINAL pAQI& Ill(_l,lALfl_ Page 1 of 4!+oollOF
'.:11'1' Ir/lltlI.lii , ill ]l:h'kl] IIHI tlllHlJllJl I}KJ.
_lllle Of Ratio Of Baratron *Corrected 28 Ratio of Inlet
28 AMU Dynamic Drop Pressure at AMUIon Transducer
• Sample. To Static time of 2B AMU Current Pressure to
Sees Drop Sample Torr Amps Baratron Pressure
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Time of Ratio of Baratron *Corrected28 Ratioof InTer
28 AMU DynamicDrop Pressureat AMU Ion Transducer
Sample, To Static time of 18 AMU Current Pressureto
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BUMS COMPOSITION CHANGE CALIBRATION
IJATRTAPE FQRI,IAT
(:380 SERIES;,
('-)-" 0 COI.1HEf,IT$ ,(,7= CHARACTERS) 58 TYPE I SIZE 5Q
' 1 TII4E (SEC:Ot'IDE;) 24EI TYPE S SIZE 129
• ..,I _E1282 INLET P XIIUCER (VOLTS) 24Et TYPE S c.
3 BARATRONPRESS. (TORR) 248 TYPE S SIZE I20
4 URI'ISHSK WORDS (2) (16 BIT 3EC:II'IFIL)24;I TYPE I SIZE 128_2
5 AHU 32 (G SRHPLES) (9 BIT _ECIr,IAL) 72-.0 TYPE I SIZE 12e,6
6 RI'IU32 (21,111HIGHE£T) (.'BIT I._ECII,IAL)12E_ TYF'E I SIZE 128
7 RHU 28 (6 SAHPLE_;) <9 BIT ])ECIMAL) 7'2@ TYPE I _;IZE 120,6
B RMU 2B _,Zt._DHIGHEST:> (9 BIT I)EC:II'IRL)12cj TYPE I SIZE 1Z8
9 AMU IG (6 SFIr'IPLES> (9 BIT DECIt'IRL) 728 TYPE I SIZE 128_,6
10 RI'IU16 (2HI)HIGHEST) (9 BIT ])ECIMAL) 128 TYPE I SIZE 128
11 R/'IU 14 (6 SRt'IPLE$) (9 BIT I)ECIt'IAL) 728 TYPE I SIZE 120,6










Duringthe SUMS CompositionChangeCallbratlonvariousdata is read and
storedon tape once every five seconds. One of the valuesstoredis the
readingof the HP85 real time clock, This clock is initiallyset to
zero at the beginningof each calibrationrun. Since the HPB5 is a
serialmachine,timingoffsetsarise betweenthe time the clock is read,
an_ the time other d,ta is collected. This paper describesthese
offsets.
Definitions:
Let Tn be the value read from the clock for a given five secondgroup
of data. (The "Nth"group)
Note that the clock has an accuracyof ± I msec (forthe
durationof each run) and a resolutionof I msec. However,
due to data tape spacerestrictions,Tn, as recorded,is
roundedoff to the nearest0.I seconds.
C',I_ OffsetValues:
1) Clock Read - Tn (to 0.1 sec resolution)
2) SUMSInlet Pressure Transducer _ Tn + .052 seconds
- time measuredto "TRIGGER"co_nand.
3) BaratronPressure= Tn + .1ozseconds
4) PeakData
For simplicity,assumethat the timeat which the 9 bit science
word for a p_rticularscan stepnumberemergesfrom SUMS, is
the sametime as which it was sampledby the UAMS sensor. That
is, ignoreall delaysdue to bufferingof data by UAMS and SUMS,
and the uncertaintiesintroduceddue to the asynchronousinterface
with the PCM. This shouldintroducean error,conservatively
estimatedat no greaterthan 100 msec.
Given the above,the timeoffset for a given scan step number
(SSN) is:
Tssn (SSN)= -[(222-SSN)* .0135]-.977 seconds
,. ORIGINAL PAGE 13
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The offsets w111 be:
Tssn (80) • -2,8940 second, (AMU32) ._X:
Tssn (101) • -2.6105 second, (AMU28)
Tssn (194) = -1.3550 second, (AMU16)
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SUMSCalibration Procedure
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_,_) 1.0 PURPOSE OF pOOR QUALITY
The purpose of this test is to determine the ]nstruemnt sensitivity to
specific gases, the dynamic response of the tnlet system end to detemtne
the time reqponse to 9a_ composition changesat selected pre_;sures.
, I
2.0 SCOPE
i Thts procedure specifies the test methods, test equipment end data to
be recorded toeffect the calibration of the SUHSinstrument.
3.0 APPLICABLEDOCUMENTS
3290635 Performance end Design Requirements Specification
TP2374339 Calibration Station Molecular Leek Test Procedure _1
BSR4400 Test Plan for SUMS.
4.0 PARTZCIPANTSREQUIRED
Bendix Engineering Representative




Pert Number Serial Due
]te_m Manufacturer or _del OtY No_ Oat_
UAPISTest Set (Small) BxA 2373400 1 N/A N/A
Calibration Stand BxA N/A 1 N/A N/A
: Nitrogen _theson Research AR N/A N/A
Purity
Oxygen Matheson Research AR N/A N/A
Purity 1 "rl_y-.'u/z_ N/ATestGas 8ozN.,
20S Cs"so-a'
MKSBetatron MKS]nst. 210 1 I?._oC N/APressure Meter
Pressure Gauge Wallace & FA1GO I _J_ N/A
0.1-2Omm Hq Tternan
Pressure Gauge Wallace & FA160 1 4;-_LZ(° N/A
0-50 nrnHg Tternam
Pressure Gauge Wallace & FA160 1 _]Z; N/A
: 0-20OmmHg Tiernan
: Pressure Gauge Nallace & FA160 1 _Z_/ N/A
O-BOOm Ng Tiernan
AN SCALEIIEiGHT SHEET 2
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OF POOR QUALITY Callb.Part Number Serial Due
L_ _) Item Manufacturer or Model Oty No. _ Date, 11_.+
Ion GaugeController Verien 971-1008 I _-_/_') Jl-Z&-B#
, _' (Plenum chamber) .,':
• it . f,_lp I
: " ]on GaugeController Vavlan 971-100B .[.w_J/ II- z&-6#
__ t..__ (eel Ibration chamber) ,"
, Ion Gauge . Varien 971-5006 1 ......(Plenum chamber)
P':
_- Ion Gauge Vertan 971-5008 X ......
F (Calibration chamber)
r
:i Ion PumpController Varfan 921-0066 1 _eJ_/I N/A
_- (Ca1tbratton station)
_" Ion PumpController . Varten 921-0062 1 --- H/A
(Gas manifold system/ , t
Calculator HP 9830A 1 N/A N/A
_- Printer HP 9866A i N/A N/A
L+ Calculator Plotter HP 9862A 1 N/A N/A
Cassetze Memory HP 9865A 1 H/A N/A
SUMSGSEInter,_ace Unit BxA N/A 1 H/A H/A
I,_ I Tort Baratron Head HKS 310BHS-1 1 --- N/A Ida100 Tort Saratron Head MKS 310BHS-lO0 1 --- N/A
Servo Valve HKS 245 1 --- N/A
Servo Valve Controller MKS 244A 1 --- N/A
_- Range_lttpl fir MKS 170H-6C 1 --- N/A
Otgttal Readout Unit MKS 170H-270 1 --- N/A
* Head Selector MKS 170H-34C 1 --- N/A
Data Logger Fluke 2240C 1 ......
Equivalent Items may be sutstttuted. These and any additional Items
must be ltsted below prior to tes.ttng.
p DVM I:lvk¢ _ozzA I SzYW" '/-/6-8_.
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Ii_ 6.0 PROCEDURE ORM_INALPAGE |_
; WARNING_ F_)OR QUALITY
if,
Never turn on SUMS]nstrument power without
- first v_rtfytng sensor pressure ts less than
" 3 x 10"_ Tort. Htgher pressures wtll reduce
, filament life and my cause burnout. _,
NOTE.__._S:
1. The analysts of data requtred tn thts TP ts not a constraint
upon conttnuat|on of testtng.
2. Duetng th|s test tt ts requ|red that the molecular leaks be
calibrated per TP2374339.
3. To insure that valtd data ts taken during thts test; the p,'tnter,
strtp chart recorder, oscilloscope, and DVMmay be used at any
ttme at the direct|on uf the test conductor.
6.1 STATICCALIBRATION
6.1.1 Test Set-Up
_pI .. 6.1.1.1Vertfy that the SUMSInstrument ts mountedonto the calibration m.,e
? statton, via the inlet simulator and that equipment ts connected /
• tn accordance with Ftgure 1.
6.1.1.2 Verify or connect themocouples to each of the following four
areas. Also record channels on the Fluke data logger which
wtll record these temperatures.
Vacuumstatton near tnlet simulator.
Channel number , II
SUNStaler system tube near tnlet
; simulator.
Channel number i?..
Cal|bratton panel large leak.
e,_ Channel number /.'_
_#v_ J¢_ Calibration panel variable volumeChannel number
6.1.1.3 Turn on Fluke data logger and vertfy al1 themocouples are ev;¢c,e.
gtvtng valld readings, v /







6,1,1,4 Verify or perfom tnterconnectton of SUHSand GSEtn accordance _/with Figure 2.
6,1,1,5 Verify or turn ONthe power fop each Ion GaugeController,. _"
6.1.2 SLIHSand Inlet Simulator PumpDown
G.1.2.1 Verify that the calibration chamberpressure ts 41 x 10-6 Corr. v_TorrRecord readtng,
Verify or perfom the follow]ng: 4_,_" _
6.1.2.2 Using the_cryopumpand WonPump,pumpdownthe tnlet simulator to
< 1 x |0 "_, Record reading from calibration chamberpressure gauge, J___Torrm
' i
Figure 2 - Test Configuration |
! s_z_lc00Em NT,0loe-m_,NUMeERI
I'HI l!lNIDIX COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION i A I 0 7 038 I TP3290648| AI_ROSPACESYSTEMSOPERATIONS I
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III P gl II
F6 ORIGINAL pAGE |_ol.2o3 Pumpdown ltquid helium pump. OF pOOR QtJALITY ,,/)
6.1.2.4 Close off 11quid heltum pump. /
6.1.2.5 Adjust the zero, span end full scale settings on the MKSbaratrofls
" end the HKScontrol valve, w/
6,1,3 Inttial Test Equipment Adjustments
6,1.3.1 Set the clock source switch on the upper panel of the UAMSesst //
set to "CLKEXT". bt
6.1.3.2 Set the power configuration switch on the lower panel of the l,/IUAMStest set to "SUMS"
6.1.3.3 Movethe "Instrument" and "Test Set" power switches on the lower /panel of the UAHSteat set to the ONposition.
6.1.3.4 Set the two power supplies tn the lower panel of the UAMStest
set to 28,0 V. This voltage may be measuredat the terminals on
the front of each supply, Instrument Z_.ZV
Ion Pump ZJLZ_.V
6.1.3.5 Verify that the inlet system is connected to the SUMSelectronics ._
package
_J _ 6.1.3.6 _'_rtfy that the valve control select switch on the GSEI/F isin the "GSE"position and that a11 valve switches are _n the ["CLOSED"position, if_ARNING
Never operate the valves unless the SUMS
instrument is connected to a vacuumstation.
Exposure of the m_ss sensor to pressures in
excessof 1 x 10-o Tort may cause instrument
contamination and/or ftla_nt damage.
6.1.3.7 Turn on the GSEI/F unit power, /
6.1.3.8 On the UAMStest set upper panel, push the number of frames
SWitch until "CNT" lights. Push the "RESET"button. Push
the START/DECODEswitch to begin sending shift and enable pulses, b//
6.2.3.9 Record the GSE I/F hour meter readings. PowerA ¥___e_rs
PowerB _,e_j,_J hr s
...=,xco.Mu",c.T,O..°,Vi ,o.I "°I'" "°'" IAEROSPACESYSTEMSOPERATION$ | A I 07038 J TP32gO64e
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o.1.3.10 Connect the test set to the calculator ustng the _pectal tip cable,
! 6.1.3,11 Verify the Plotter and Cassette Hemoryare connected to the j-
I calculator.
D
' I 6.1.3..12 Turn OHthe Calculator, Printer, Plotter and Cassette _mory. ___
I
_ I 6.1.4 Calibration. General Instructions ,
_, 6.1,4.1 When new ts let Into the inlet the firstI gas gas system system ,/
I must be evacuated per paragraph 6.6 of TP237433g. ,I 6.1.4.2 Whenevera gas Is changed set the emission currew:t of the plenumI Ionization gauge below the orifice plate so that tts readtng agrees
i | I Wtth that of She ton|zat_on gauge tn the calibration chamber. Thts
I I can be done whenequilibrium ts achieved anywhere tn the indicated
I range of 10"= torr _ 50_ with both pumpsshut off, the butterfly . / _:
v lve tn the open position and the Inl t valves closed, v
, | NOTE. Nowhere in this procedure is pressure to be determined
I from ionization gauge readings. This step of the pro-
I cedure ts performed only to permtt determination of the
| pressure ratio across the calibrated orifice so that| small corrections can be madeto the more accurate
I pressure determinations of thts section. However,
I Ionization gauge readings may be used as a tool to
_ _ w_ achieve approximate pressure settings. (
6.1.4.3 Chamberpressure ts calculated according to the equation
PG SL Tc
i where: Pc • chamberpressure, Tort
_i PG • GaugePressure of upstream gas, Tort
SL = Leak conductance tn 11ters/sec. as detemtned per TP2374339
%p • %-gaugereading In the plenumb_low ortftce plate
%c - Chamber%-gauge reading
So • Orifice conductance in _tters/sec.
Tc • Chambertemperature In "K or °R
Ts • Displacement meter temperature in sameunits as Tc.
' _DIX '0 .... SIZEICOOEIOE"TNO[ORAWlNGNUNBER I RE,,VTHE IIN C MMUNICATIONS DIVISION[ _.... '
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Values of So In liters/see, ere tabulated below:
/
Small Orifice Large OrtfJce
Gas AMU -40°F *77°F +IO0°F -40_F .77°F +IO0"F
N2 28 B.B42 10.00 10.21 44.17 49.95 51.01
02 32 8.271 9.354 9.551 41.32 46.72 47.71
At any other temperature, T(°F), the condu:tance can be calculated
from the equatton
_v_ T  459.4ST " S77
mere
ST - Orifice conductance at temperature T.
S77 - Orifice conductance et 77°F (25%)
6.1.4.4 Calibration chamber pressure steb111zatlon, Before tektng any
science data wtth the Instrument, the pressure tn the calibra-
tion chamberas detem_ned by its Ionization gauge must have /_
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POINTSFROC_TO111ENEXTSTEP.
J"4. L S.26 _l_IFrV11'IRT'IHE_ PUMPIS STill aiD.
f. &27 REI)UC_M PR_S_J_UPS_c.fMOFM I._ VIKINGLY_ BY
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_+511_)Pl_.S&e_ THENCI.O_IN__TH _ e_) V4. M _ _,
_\ / TOST_ILi:'¢THEI_L_I_ Pi_ Pfl6.qS_ 6+t. 4.4. elONtTOR
THEI0_ PL_IPCt_O_TFe_Pl_ THEI_ POXE__ IF
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Mol,©ubr ]r.4skTeet Procedure i_l_._._ l ¢___
AOJ_C_ tot _s VJ]kl_ s UAMS i
Systems Division , Dm
!. 0 PURPOSE OF TEST
The Imrpoae of this test is to eetAblls_ the molecular IsLk rite of
each leak of the calibration etetian for each species of the test
Sis and to determine the linearlty with pressure.
2.0 SCOPE OF TEST '%
It is assumed personnel familiar with the calibration station
led the nocsmeary p_rocedurae will c_duct the tilt,
3, 0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
PD6400445 Upper Atmoe_ere MAss Spectrometer4.0 ARTICIPANTS





\w i 86_l illi i)
J. 0 IX_PMENT Itl_UIIED
Psrt No. 8ari-I Cil_b.





Nltr°len OF POOR QUALITYOzylen
Eq_dv_tolt |tome may be auhs#t_ted. Those and any _ldlttonAI I_ems must be
1Isle4 below prior _ t4s#J 4.
m
............. ................... k . L.. 1
00000002-TSD02
k• * ' I1_ I IqR.kl*,
h lob -.mid _
r-'_7. A ." TPz_,)-I AI
w_.._._.._ Idetec_nl,r Le,J_ To-t Procedure p_,__....
fir _ VlDdall UAi_II
e.
A, 0 PROCZDUIU_
V'1_. 1 Vorl/y that the system 10 I_ etudby renditions. I.*. the Imtet
system |s being pumped by Its in_ernL! _L_UUm system, he
b©tlon 6, |
b.
,/'v,6./z s-,_dby_dl._ lo,o. _,t _r,tem
_-/',._.z, I vslv, vI CL_S_O,
._ Volvo, Y_, _rgugb Vl4 _ V._1 VZ20P][:N,
V_._, ! |0 lie Ion Pump RU3qlq]_O,
Pressure. dependlm8 am ©ondttiol_of IlLS inlet system |prinr
_ne. ba_e..t¢.) ehmdd be tess thsa S x 10.6 tort.
•_. 1.4 Oss 0upply vsivoJ (Blsck) - CIbOSED.
6,,'f__ • _o S GJs _ylindsr v_ivel - CLOSED.
•'_,,/_. Z. 6 Requlsr Set Handles * RACKED OFF,
•"_** _. 7 Indi¢Jted 8*0 pressures
High* Lees than SO/
Low* L.s* tlum H
/_6. $ _ Preisueo (40*S0 tort) Ldtt_k Gsl|bl'•t|_
. I Turn Bsrntr_m ON, ' •• 2 Liquid Rltroge: chill the ©rye pod for st in'st |0 mteutes for
ill peel except hydeogrn and helium. For then g&ses,
¢onMct the meehsuia_l pump with • liquid nitrogen •_oted
jf moli_ulsr sieve in the forelin*.6. $. 2 Buck/filing with desired II_S.
J__
_*_6._,4 Torque valves V2, _, 9, 10, I1, I$, 14*02 112 to. _¢,
Thtl •so_mes srr_ll c•libr&ted 1.&1( led b=ffer t,ol,mms will n_t
/ be used, *
6. $, 4. i Remove _u( from v&lvo VI0.





| Molocul•r Le_k 'Feel Procoduros |p_ L. el__
• S OpQn I•s oyld'dsr to be need _d lot tolul•tor it shout ) psi,
/_. 6 Close |as cy2J,nder (same g'8 as.6. 3, S),
/_ _n h_ed.1. to•tm.,_.. n,,•, c,l'-der.tll '-_,
reluint nr pressure drops to shone S0 psL.
_.3.8 Repeat steps 6. $, $ thz-u 6, $. 7 two more times. _
)"r_.. 3.9 _eopeo 8as cylinder ud heave open.
J_/_. ,0 ,io.l,npeo.. ,i•._,., .upp,,_l_, _,_ open_,(_int)
"s'l admit 8•s to • pressure of 20 tort. close VZl to 15 _n Ibs. Open
V$ to • pressure of 40 to S0 tort, A minimum of 20 seconds
should be allowed for each of the ) WaUece and ,FlermLn Saps
to re•ch full scale. Close and torque the valve after this
preecure range has been reached.
_j6"_. 1. I1 Ol_n VII for 30 ,ecnnd, and then torque closed. ,Forque valve
Y4 closed to 2 I/2 In 1be.
//J_, ,_ _ai,.m_u.......,th.clock,..t,o'"mlcrnme.rsto,0
mlilimete rs.
_ 6_. 3, 13 Zero b_ratron.keep set toapproprinte ocain.
/_JG )15 We.5m_-ut...
/J/_,. ,6 aeaeroB.atr..Ith ,•r. m,cr_.eter,k.ep._.l,mIcrome,.r
eel st lO_
J__. 17 _.n th. _JLtlnn I..u11.d, .tart _. c_oc_- ..cnrd .Jlrukll
81_IC re J'¢lo (4 I%
/J_. ,., _eint-_.n..'l..,_, ,orl0minor.,or10m_®theml..-
n_ete), which ever comes first) adjustin 8 the small trdcrometer.




,, ,. _ ............ ........ . ........ _ ......... , ....... :v_ ii'n r • •n _'_ J
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[for the Vfltin8 U_tS
. , p.
6.6 Zulot fJystem e_cuaflrm ,
After the Joist system has been calibra_d and used for
UAIv_S_Stin|, it should be rehtrm4d to _he s_ndby tonalities
as follows.
6, 6. ! Check to see it cryo pump or mech_mfc&l pump trap is toll
of LN2.
6, 6. Z Close jss cylinder viLlve, ORIGINALPAGE i3
6. 6. ) Close Black tee s_pply volvo, ' OF POOR QUALITY
6.6.4 Bleed Sis inlet pressure to S01.
6.6. S Open YZ$.
6.6.6 Open appropriate raulhln| v&Ive VIe, Vl9 or VZ0.
6.6_7 Open Vl. $, and II.
6. 6. 8 Cs_n V4. When pressure to less th_n |0 torr, open IVZI.
6.6.9 _hen the pressure is less tho.n 1 torr. oi_n Yg. _rl$ sad VI4
slowly.
6. 6.10 Slowly open VZ to a Z01/s ton l_mp Co'trent of IS ms maximum,
0
6. 6. 10. I Repllce nut an vllve VI0.
6. 6.11 Slowly open Vl0 - Do not let CaUbratlo_ 6tOt|an pressure exceed
S x lO'6torr.
6.6. IZ Continue pu_pf_| until V2 and Vl0 ore Olin.
6.6. 13 Cont_ue l_mpL_| until Vl _ be closed.
6. 6. 14 If the pressures rise when VI is closed, reopen,
6.6. IS If the pressnres decreeses when Vl is closed. 4ears closed sad
torque to 2 I12 inch pound.
6.6. 16 rneltch 20 l/sac pump control unit to PRESSURE. Inlet system













The dynamlc cellbratlon procedure admlts nltrogen to t_e SUMSInlet !0) a
controlled press.re rlse from e pressure of approxlmstely lO_" tn approximately
25 Torr. Durtn9 the pressure rtse the nttro_en 28 and 14 peaks, as Measured by
the SUMSinstrument, are recorded on tape, Two pressure proftles are run. The
admission of the gas, the data taking and recording are controlled by the test
configuration. The response of the Instrument from this test will be co_par'ed
to the stet|c calibration to determine the ttme response of the instrument, ,[
In addttton to the nttrogen peaks data, the following ts alan recorded
once every five seconds: one SUHShousekeeping word; the twelve UAHShouse.. [:
keeping words; the |nlet pressure as measuredby the betatron heads; the tnlet lpressure as measured by the SLIH$inlet pressure transducer; end the time.
Only stx consecutive data potnts (single scan mode) ere stored for each of i
the two nitrogen peaks. These points are selected by finding the largest value
for the peak end recording that value, the two values Immediately before tt, and
the three values tlmedtately followtnQ tt.
Thts test 16 run ustng ftlament number1 only.
6.2.z vecoums stemset:Up !
6.2.1.1Vertfy or Implement the following vacuumconditions: t
Valve V-15 Closed. L/..._ _
Calibration Statton ]on PumpOn. _"
Ltqutd Helfum PumpValved Off. IJ f
Calibration Statton Eutterfly Valve Open. /
Ortfice Open. _.._
Cryop_p Cold. mm_
Threttltn9 Valve fully Open. v'_,,_ _.
HKSServo Valve Closed. /
6.2._.2 Vertfy nttrogen tank ts connected to valve Y30. _ [
6.2.1.3 Close valve V30 end open V31. Vertfy pressure on servo valve is
less than 50 mtcrons. _1_
6.2.1,4 Verify chamberpressure ts less than 1.0 x 10"7 Tort.
I.o X0O'ST,
I! / III
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I II | T , iI |
F62.2 Test EquipmentTurn-Onand Preliminary5wl_chSettings
6.2,2,1 UAMS Test Set
6.2.2.1.1 Test set circuit breaker on, V/_
6.2.2.1.2 Instrument power circuit breaker on. ORIGINAL pAGE IS /_
6.2,2.1.3 Set power supplies to 28.0 volts. OF pOOR Qt)ALII_¢
6.2.2.1.4SUM_/UAMSswitchis SUMSposition.
6.2.2.1.5 Channel select thumbwheels set to 13. ._
6.2.2.1,6 Press load pushbutton. _._...___
6.2.2.1.? Clock select switch to CLKEXT. _'_" ,_
6.2.2.1.8 Press frame select switch until CNT lights. --7
6.2.2.].g Press RESET,
6.2,2.1._ Press START/DECODE. J
6.2.2.2 SUMSGSE InterfaceUnit
_I_ 6.2.2.2.1Inlet,Range,and Protectionvalve switchesset to CLOSED.
6.2.2.2.2 Control select switchset to GSE. --_ K
6.2.2.2.3 Delay select switch set to SHORT.
6.2.2.2.4 Set analog monitor rotary switch to position #9. (This jprovides a 2M_ PCMtype load.)
6.2.2.2.5 Set interface power switches to ON. f
6.2.2.2.6 Set TESTSET/INTERNALswitch to TESTSET. J._.__._
6.2.2,2,7 Set VACI_AIN/ION PUMPswitch to ION PUMP. J
6.2.2.2.8 Set sweep inhibit switch to NORMAL. J
6.2.2.3 Fluke Data Logger
6.2.2.3.1 Turn power on. If
6.2.2.3.2 Program data logger to scan channels Tll, T12, and TIS. (See
figure I for thermocouple locations,) /
..... s,zEco,_,oEN;,o ,.,,N_NU._En ,_V
_! |INDIXCOMMUNICATIONSreVISION| I •I I i





6.2,2,4 H.P1610ALo91c State Analyzer OF POOR QUALITY
5.2.2.4.1 Connect pods I and 2 to the 16 btt parallel SUMSdtgtta%
data lines. These lines ere available inside the GSE%nterface Unit. J
6.2.2.4.2 Connect the clock pod to the SUHSdata strobe tnslde the
GSE]nterface Unit.
6.2.2.4.3 Set analyzer power to ON. _ 1
4
6.2.2.5 Fluke 8520A Digital Hulttmeter
/6.2.2.5.1 V_rtfy multtmeter ts connected to MKSelectronics.
6.2.2.5.2 Set power switch to ON. /
6.2.2.6 Hp6942AHulttprogremmer
6.2.2.6.1 Verify multiprogrammer ts connected to HKSelectronics (DJA and
digital output) and the inlet transducer 0-SV output tnst_e the JGSEinterface Unit (A/D). ------.
6.2.2.6.2 Set power switch to ON.
6.2.2.7 tiP 85 Computer
fl.2.2.7.1 Verify the HP85 ts connected to the Logic State Analyzer, the I_Hulttprogrammer and the Digital Hultimeter vta the IEEE-48Bbus. f B_
6.2.2.7.2 Set power switch to ON, ¢/"
6.2.2.7.3 Znsert SUMSprograms tape.
6.2.2.8 HKSTEpe 244A Valve Controller
6.2.2.8.1 Set power switch to ON, v/_m
6.2.2.8.2 Set Phase Lead control to 5.0. v /
6.2.2.8.3 Set Gain control to lO0g. /
6.2.2.8.4 Set function rotary switch to CLOSED. _/"
6.2.2.9 HKS170H-27D Digttal Dtsplay
6.2.2.9.1 Set dtspla_ units to TORR. _f"
6.2.2.9.2 Set Head Rangeto HPLX.
6.2.2.9.3 Set sampling swttch to AUTO. v/
O0000002-TSE02
6.2.2.10 HKS170H-6C RangeMultiplier
6.2,2.10.1 Set power sw!tch to ON. ORIGINAL PAGE IB J
OF POOR QHALITY j.6.2.2.10.2 Set heater switch to OFF. /
6.2.2,10.3 Set response switch to FAST,
6.2.2.10.4 Set range swttch to .01.
6.2.2.11 MKS 170M-_4CHead Selector
6.2,2.I1.1 Vertfy CH.1 and CH.2 heaters have been on for a mtntmumof
4 hours.
6.2.2.11.2 Set selector swttch to CH.1, _ ,_
6.2.2.11.3 Set CH.1 head range swttch to 1 Tort, J
6.2.2.11.4 Adjust CH.1 coarse/fine zero for 0.000 nominal. _ J
6.2.2.11,5 Set selector switch to CH.2.
6.2.2.11.6 Set CH,2 head range switch to 100 Tort.
6.Z.2.11.7 Adjust CH,2 coarse ftne zero for 0.000 nomtnal. J
k 6.2.2.22 Re order I(
6.2.2.12.1 Connect chart recorder across input to Fluke d_gltal
multtmeter.
6.2.2.12.2 Set po ';r swttch to ON. J
NOTE
m
The Chart Recorder is to be used durtn9
the runn|ng of thts test to tnd|cate to
the operator howsmoothly the pressure
ts changtng between ftve secondsteps.
The recorder sensitivity should be changed
-_ necessary to mxtmtze the deflection of
pen.
8.2.3 Inset Tu_Pn-On and Wam-_p
6.2.3,1 Turn on the SUHSIon PumpPower w_th the sw]tch on the
GSEI/F Untt.
6.2.3.2 Watt one minute for UAHSton pumpto comeon.
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6,2.3.3 From the ion pump current monitor, verify that th_ /
instrument internal pressure is less than ] x 10 _ 1orr. v
6.2.3.4 Using the switches on the GSE I/_" Unit, open the Protection,
Range and Inlet valves. _---.--_
6.23.5 Turn on the SUMSInstrument Power with the switch on the GSE
I/F Unit.
6.2.3,6 Wait two hours minimum for the instrument ion source tn j./f
war_-up.
6.2.3.7 Using the 1610 logic analyser, verify the ion source temperature
as recorded tn the UAMSHousekeeping is at least 87 dectml.
(Record value.)
6.2.3.8 Record thera_couple temperatures from Data Logger.
Tl1 7.._.___ff
T12 7 t7 "F
T15 60,_ °F
6.2.4 SLIMSBackground Spectra (Before Run)
6.2.4.1 Turn on the HP9830 calculator, printer, cassette memory
and plotter, l//) . I"6.2,4.2 Place a marked data tape in the cassette memory and rewind it. 1,16.2.4.3 Place the SUMSFunctional test cassette tape in the calcuhtor.6.2.4.4 Verify that the cryopump is still cold and that its pressureiS less than 50 microns.
6.2.4.5 Load and run ftle ¢ on the calculator. 1he program is inter-
active from this point. Continue with paragraph 6.2.4.5 when
the calculator has finished, Record data tape information
below.
SUMSData Tape I.D. # _
Bulk File # (),2,3,
or 4) I
6.2.5 Final Preparations
6.2.5.1 Set GSE I/F valve control switch to SLIMSposition. ,/"
O0000002-TSE04
BE
i 6.2.5.2 Openthe two nitrogen tank valves and set regulator to /
3 PSI.
_ 6.2.5.3 Purge the gas supply11newith nitrogen, v _
._;- 6.2.5.4 Close valve V31 and open valv_ V30.
i_ 6.2.5.5 Close calibration station throttling valve and then reopen
i¢ one full turn.
6.2.5.6 On the HP 85 computer load the "DYNAM"program file.
6.2.5.7 Verify calibration station Ion PumpSTART/PROTECTswitches
4_i .5.8 Verify tns_rumont ts running on filament # 1.
6.2.6 uata uollection (momlna/) _
NOTE
During the simulation of the re-entry pressure
prufile the gain and phase controls are to be
manually adjusted to obtain as "smooth" a curve
as possible. "Smooth" ts defined as a ltneer
change in pressure from one point to the next
Im point five secondslater. The chart recorder ORtGtNALpAGEntS Id f
shall be used by the testconductor throughout OFPO OR _UAL_I_fF
i_ the run to determine how smoothly the pressure
; ts rising.
_=_ Multiplerunsof the pressureprofilemay bemade, as determined necessary by the test
conductor, tn order to fully cover the pressure
profile.
i 6.2.6.1 Start the paper in the chart recorder. (Slow)
? 6.2.6.2 Type RUNon the HP 85 computer. The program is Interactive
i from this point, through the collection of all data. Con- /ttnue with paragraph 6.2,6.3 when the pr gr m has finished. __V__
r
6.2.6.3 Close the MKSvalve and stop chart recorder.
f_
SiZE ¢0DE 1BENTN0. ORAWINGNUWBER RIV
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6.2.6.4 Load the "30XFER"program on the HF 85. Transfer all
data to the HP 9830. Record data tape information below:
NOMINAL




6.2.6.5 Pumpdowncalibration station using the cryo and ion /pumps. Openthe throttling valve.
6.2.6.6 Repeat paragraphs 6.2.5 and 6.2.6 as required in order to
adequately cover the complete pressure profile with the /
desired amountof smoothness.
6.2.7 Data Collection ( P/P)
*l
_l[' 6.2.7.1 Close calibrationstationthrottlingvalveand then reopen v_one full turn.
/
6.2.7.2 Verify calibration station ion pumpSTART/PROTECTswitch
is in the PROTECTposition.
6.2.7.3 On the HP B5 computer, load the "DYNAH"program file.
6.2.7.4 Start the paper in the chart recorder. _..___.
6,2.7,5 Type RUNon the HP 85. (_ v_ C¢_t;_v_Jr;o_ _'_ I.,'/
6.2.7.6 Close MKSvalve and stop chart recorder.._.._._/
6.2.7.7 Load the "30XFER" program on the HP 85. Transfer a11 data
to the HP 9830. Record data type information below:
41 IIINDIX COMMUNICATION| D'V'S'ONI SIZEICODEI NTND.IDRAIIINGNUMBER | RE¥ I
I" AEROSPACEgYSTEMSOPERATION$ I A I 07038 I T,,06,8 I A I





Run # Tape # (200 Series) Bulk F_le #
L
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6.2.7.8 Pumpdowncalibration station using the cryo end ton pumps, j '_Openthe throttling valve. _ "_
,6.2.7.9 Repeat paragraph 6.2.7 as required.
6.2.8 SUMSBackgroundSpectra (After Run),
6.2.8.1 Close valve V30 and open V31.
6.2.8.2 Place a marked data tape tn the cassette memoryand rewind.
p 6.2.8.3 Place the SUMSFunctions1 Test cassette tape tn the calculator. _ K
6.2.8.4 Verify that the cryo pumpts cold and that its pressure _,_ts less than 50 microns.
6.2.8.5 Verify chamber pressure |s less than 1.0 x 10-7 Tort.
Record. Or;£lL_ o_e_. _Xl O" 8 "Tow" _/
6.2.8.6 Load and run ftle ¢. Record data tape tnfo_atton below:
SUMSData Tape %.D.# 008
Bulk Ftle # (1,2,3
or4) _ ,.,./
6.2.8.7 Record Themocouple temperatures. Tll _°F
d_,'C-- 5 -fe_fCbo4k <(_y$_ T12 75_. °FT15
_ I'_x I _,;., °_'£-'I-°F
6.2.9 %nstrumentTurn-Off _" " ""_e.y ,/6.2.9.1 Turn off SUHSton pumpand t_
*-THe |INDIX COIPOIATION ] SIZEICOBEIOENTNO.JDR),_INGNUMBER " | REV J
I I A ] 07038 1TP3290648 .I A I
AN_ARUOR_- _tGHf ' S_E_48
SfA S41e,.,:2
O0000002-TSE07
I 6.2.9.2 Turn on SUMSVacuumMaintenance Power. v"
/
6.2.9.3 Attach all data to this procedure, Including chart ./
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T6.3 COHPOSITIONCHANGECALIBRATION nF p(_r)_ _L_i_
The compos|tton change calibration admtts a gas to the SUHStnlet
tn a controlled pressure rise. At a given pressure point the
gas ts switched to another gas. The SUNSinstrument and test
configuration measures and records the time, pressure and a
portion of the spectra so that the time response to the gas
composition change can be detemtned.
Two sets of gasses are used during thts procedure; oxygen switching
to nitrogen and nitrogen switching to a nitrogen/oxygen mixture.
For each set of gasses there are two p_essure switch potnts;
1Torr and 10 Tort. For each switch point there are two pressure
profiles which are followed; the dynamic nomtnal profile and the
dynamic +25%P/P proftle. All these various combinations yield a
total of 8 different pressure runs.
The data collected during this procedure consists of the time,
the inlet pressure (as measured by the MRSbaratron), the tnlet
pressure (as measured by the sums inlet pressure transducer), two
of the twelve UAMShousekeepingwords (status and ion source
temperature), and peak data (ion currents) for the AHV32, 28, 16
and 14 peaks.
Only six consecutive data points (single scan mode) are stored
for each of the four peaks. These points are selected by finding
the largest value for the peak and recording that value, thetwo values immediately before it and the three values immediatelyfollowing it. (Note: by definition if the largest value occurs
more than once, the later occurence is assumedto be "larger".
This procedure is run using filament number I only.
COHPOSITIONCHANGECALIBRATION
PRESSURERUNSUR4ARY
RUNTYPE SWITCHPOINT (approx.) PROFILEI I
#1 1 Tort I nominal _l 425-905 565
#2 1 Tort % I +25% I 440-755 565
#3 10 Tort nominal 520-1100 900
4 10 515 9 0 750
6.3.1 VACUUMSYSTEMSET UP
6.3.1.1 Verify or implement the following vacuumconditions: If
Calibration Station Ion Pumpin Protect Mode. _
Valve V-lS Closed. "7"
_ _ L........... :--N; $1ZEICODEiOENTNOIIORAIIiNGNUggER I ely I
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,!
_'t Calibration Station Ion PumpOn. _v_
_;k_ Liquid Heltum PumpValved Off. 7
Calibration Station Butterfly Valve Open.
:; Orifice Open. ._
CryopumpCold.
Throttling Valve fully Open. _"
MKSServo Valve Closed.
6.3.1.2 lose valve V30 end open V31. Verify pressure on servo /
_. valve is less than SOmicrons.
-
6.3.1.3 Verify chamberpressure is less than 1.0 x 10-7 Torr. ._O'6ToT_
6.3.1.4 Connect the oxygen tank to the "gas #1" fitting on the
j 4-way valve, vie the flow meter. Reference figure 1,
page 5.
6.3.1.6 Open the valves on both tanks and set each regulator to
approximately 5 psi. ---.---
_ 6.3.1.7 Set both flow meters so that the black ball is centered
_ at 15 on the flow meter scale. Be certain that the flow _[! meter is level. (A setting of 15 is equal to 39 cc/sec.)
=_l 6.3.2 Test EguipmentTurn-0n end Preliminar Switch Settings
_! 6.3.2.1 UAMSTest Set
6.3.2.1.1 Test set circuit breaker on. f
6.3.2.1.2 Instrument power circuit breaker on.
6.3.2.1.3 Set power supplies to 28.0 volts.
6.3.2.1.4 SUMS/UAMSswitch is SUMSposition.
6.3.2.1.5 Channel select thumbwheels set to 13.
6.3.2.1.6 Press load push button.
6.3.2.1.7 Clock select switch to CLKEXT.
6.3.2.1.8 Press frame select switch unttl CNT lights.
6.3.2.1.9 Press RESET. v_
-  j,g gnaws.,u-. Rev
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•I 6.3.2.1.10 Press START/DECODE. ORIGINAL PAGE IgOF POOR QUALITY v/_
6.3.2.2 SUMSGSEinterface Untt /
6.3.2.2.1 CLOSED.Znlet'Ra ge, and Protection valve switches set to j
6.3.2.2.2 Control select swttch set to GSE. _ _
6.3.2.2.3 Delay select swttch set to SHORT. /
6.3.2.2.4 Set analog monitor rotary switch to posftton #9. (Thts jprovtdes a 2V_ PCMtype load.) -.-----
6.3.2.2.5 Set ]nterface power switches to ON.
6.3.2.2.6 Set TEST SET/INTERNALswitch to TEST SET.
6.3.2.2.7 Set VACHAIN/ION PUHPswttch to ION PUMP. /
6.3.2.2.8 Set sweep tnhtbtt switch to NORHAL. /
6.3.2.3 Fluke Data Logger /
= 6.3.2.3.1 Turn power on. _"/_I,'1 m
6.3.2.3.1 Program data logger to scan channels Tll, T12, and T15. /(See figure I for thermocouple locations.) -...-----
6.3.2.4 NP1610ALogic State Analyzer
6.3.2.4.1 Connect pods 1 and 2 to the 16 bit parallel SUNSdtgttal
data ltnes. These ltnes are available tnstde the GSE /Interface Untt.
mm
6.3.2.4.2 Connect the clock pod to the SUMSdata strobe Inside Jthe GSE Interface Unit.
6.3.2.4.3 Set analyzer power to ON.
6.3.2.5 Fluke 8520ADigital Hultfmeter /
6.3.2.5.1 Verify multtmeter is ,,,nnected to MKSelectronics.
6.3.2.5.2 Set power switch to ON. /11
6.3.2.6 HP6942AKalttprogrammer
SIZE COOEIx NT ,_.





6.3.2.6,1 Verify multtprogrimmer Is connected to MKSelectronics
(D/A and dtgttal output) and the tnlet transducer O-SV _"
output inside the GSE Interface Untt (A/D).
6.3.2.6.2 Set power switch to ON. /
6.3.2.7 HP 85 Computer
6.3.2.7,1 Verlfy the HP 85 ts connected to the Logtc State Analyzer,
the Hulttprogrammer and the Digttal Hulttmeter via the fIEEE-488 bus.
6.3.2.7.2 Set power switch to ON. "_
6.3.2.7.3 Insert SUMSprograms tape. -'-_-J |im
6.3.2.8 _KS T_pe244A Valve Controller
6.3.2.8.1 Set power swttch to ON. /
6.3.2.8.2 Set Phase Lead control ¢o 5.0. /
6.3.2.8.3 Set Gain control to I00%. _ :
_mm
6.3.2.8.4 Set function rotary swttch to CLOSED. e._
6.3.2.8.5 Set INT/EXT switch to EXT.
6.3.2.8.6 Set setpoint control to lO.OO. J
6,3.2.8.7 Sea Input switch to lOAf.
MKS170H-27D Digital D1_pla_ I6.3.2.9
6.3.2.9.1 Set dtsplay untts to TORR.
6.3.2.9.2 Set Head Rangeto MPLX.
_m
6.3.2.9.3 Sea sampllng switch to AUTO. _,_ idram
6.3.2.10 M_S170H-6C RangeHulttplter
6.3.2.10.1 Set power swttch to OH.
6.3.2.%0.2 Set heater switch to OFF, fimmm
6.3.2.10,3 Set response switch to FAST.
i A I oluae 32go.e I e I
_CALE _H_ s_ s3
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6.3,2.10.4 Set range swttch to .01.
6.3.2.11 MKS170M-34CHead Selector
6.3.2.11.1 Verify CH.1 and CH.2 heaters have been on for a minimum /of 4 hours. J
6.3.2.11.2 Set selector switch to CH.1. J
6.3.2.11.3 Set CH.1 head range switch to 1 Torr.
6.3.2.11.4 Adjust CH.1 coarse/fine zero for 0.000 nominal. J
6.3.2.11.5 Set selector switch to CH.2.
6.3.2.11.6 Set CH.2 head range switch to 100 Torr. t/ W
6.3.2.11.7 Adjust CH.2 coarse fine zero for 0.000 nomtnal, t_
6.3.2.12 Chart Recorder
6.3.2.12.1 Connect chart recorder across input to Fluke digital /multimeter.
6.3.2.12.2 Set power switch tO ON. _ I_
im fql
NOTE
The Chart Recorder is to be used during
the running of thts test to tndtcete to
the operator howsmoothly the pressure
is changing between five second steps.
The recorder sensitivity should be changed
as necessary to maximize the deflection
of the pen.
6.3.3 InstrumentTurn-On and Warm-Up
6.3.3.1 Turn on the SUMSIon PumpPower wtth the switch on .f
the GSE I/F Unit.
6.3.3.2 Wait one minute for UAMSion pumpto comeon.
6.3.3.3 From the ton pumpcurrentmnttor, verify that thg
instrument tntern_l pressure is less than 1 x 10"_ ,,/"Torr.
"sizec0.,.N,, ..,,G,,,., ,E_
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6.3.3.4 Using the switches on the GSE I/F Untt, open the
protectlo%Xnlet valves. Close the Rangevalve. /
6.3.3.5 Turn on the SUMSInstrument Power wtth the owttch _-
on the GSE X/F Unit.
6.3.3.6 Watt two hours minimum fop the instrument ion source
to warm-up, a_-fr_ (_ _'f
6.3.3.7 Uslng the 1610 1oglc analyser, verify the Ion source
temperature as recorded tn the UAMSHousekeeping ts
least 87 dectmal. (Record value.) ___at
6.3.3.8 Record thermocouple temperatures from Data Logger. T11 7Z. 7 °F
T;2 7Z. <2 °F
T15 "77. 0 OF
6.3.4 SUMSBackgroundSpectra (Before Run)
6.3.4.1 Turn on the HPgB30calculator, printer, cassette memory j
and plotter. __
6.3.4.2 Place a marked data tape In the cassette memoryand Irewtnd It. _.___._
6.3.4.3 Place the SUMSFunctional test cassette tape in the
calculator. _'_
6.3.4.4 Vertfy that the cryopumpts sttll cold and that tts
pressure is less than 50 microns. --.-----b'_'_
6.3.4.5 Load and run ftle ¢ on the calculator. The program
is Interactive from thts point, Continue with paragraph
G.3.G when the calculator has finished. Record data
tape tnfo_ation below,
SUMSData;Tape I.D.# q
Bulk File #(1,2,3,or4) /
6.3.B ConductanceSetting
The calibration station throttling valve ts set to e
knownconductance In the following steps. Xn this way
there w111 always be a flow of gas out of the upper
volumeof the calibration station. (The part that
"sizec0DE,, ., .u.., ,-J ! 'INDIX COMMUNICATIONS "lVl$lON| - i .... I I I




the SU_S tnlet ts connected to.) Thts flow wtll insure
that when tht 4-way valve _s switched to change gas
composition, the gas tn the upper volume wtll rapidly
be replaced with the new gas.
,fl6.3.6.1 Set tn the 10 liter sac orlflce.
6.3.5.2 Verify that the cryo pumpts still cold. _'_
6.3.5.3 Close the SUHStnlet valve. __
6.3.5.4 Set the MKSbetatron readout for 10 mtlt Torr full scale.__/
6.3.5.5 Verify that oxygen ts flowing through the Vartan leak. --
6.3.6.6 Verify that the throttling valve is fully open.
6.3.5.7 Using the Vartan leak _nd watchtng _be baratron readout,
raise the pressure to .30 ±.02 x 10 _ Tort. .------..
6.3.5.8 Walt one minute, then record pressure. ,3/_orr
6.3.5.9 Leaving the Varian leak as it ts, immediately close
the6.0mthrottltngvalve0.5x 0"_ Tort.Until the pressure increases to .-------J
6.3.5.10 Wait one minute and verify that the pressure ts stable. _xtj.to._TorrRecord press r .
6.3.5.11 Removethe handle from the throttling valve. Do not
movevalve throughout the test. Conductance is now /
set to approximately 0.5 ltters/sec. .____.
6.3.5.12 Close Vartan leak valve. &.o/.ll
6.3.6 Final Preparations
6.3.6.1 Use the HP 85 to manually switch the 4-way valve to
nitrogen.
6.3.6.2 Verify MKSbaratron pressure is less than 0.1 x 10.3
Tort.
i 6.3.6.3 Openall three SUMSvalves.
i
6.3.6.4 Set valve control select switch on GSEI/F to "SUMS". --
II IINDIX COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION 0DE IDENTNO. RA|ING NUMBER
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|
i: 6.3.6.5 Slowly open Varlan leak to ratsa pressure high enough
:_. to cause SUMSto.automatically close,he range valvt. J
; (approx. 5 x 10"_ Tort) _|eseJ ¢LR ?A,)oxtea'rov_
6.3.6.6 Close Varlan leak and agatn verity that pressure is ,/"less than 0.1 x 10"3 Tort.
_: 6.3.6.7 On the HP 85 load "COMPOS"program. /6.3.6.8 Vertfy SUMSts runntn9 on ftlament #1.
6.3.7 Data Collection (02 switching to N2)
• NOTE '
For thts test the pressure ramp ts
manually controlled by the operator
ustng the Vartan leak valve, The
valve ts used to obtetn as smooth
-- a curve as posstble while staytng
close to the destred curve. The
HP 85 display ts used to Indtcate
IhJ howclose to the desired curve the
im pressure ramp is and the chart
recorder showshowsmooth ttts.
6.3.7.1 Start the paper tn the chart recorder. (Slow) /____
• 6.3.7.2 Type run on the HP 85. The program ts Interactive
through the collection of all data.
The HP 85 gives you a chotce of four run types. Run each
of the four until a good run Is obtatned for a11. The
_:_ data for the tour runs wtll be stored on tape tn ftles ./
"COMPI", "COHPZ"o"COMP3"and "COMP4".
6.3.7.3 Load the "30XFER"program on the HP 85. Transfer
the data from the four runs to the HP 9830. Record
data tape Information below:
" s,zEco,t,OENT,0 .._N_ ,u.- REv
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RUN TYPE TAPE# (300 sat!as) BULKFILE #
#1 3of ; I
#2 _o I z
#3 3 o I
¥. )o I 9
=lrJ " _
•ez- _ xlo "_ "l'o_v 6.o_16_ Z'_^lo"_ _q
_y <10"; "1%,v 7._xto"*_ S.IA Io"%_/ j/f
N
6.3.8 Data Collection (N2 Swttchtn9 to N2/02)
6.3.8.] Removethe oxygen tank from the "gas #]" ffttfng on the
4-way valve. Replace thts wtth the nttro9en tank, a9atnj-
via the flow meter.
6.3.8.2 Connect the H2/O2 mtxture to the "gas #2" ftttlng on the j4-way valve, vta the flow meter.
6.3.8.3 Open the valves on both tanks and set the regulators to v_
5 psf.
6.3.8.4 Checktn9 ftrst to makesure the flow meters are level,
set each so that the black ball ts centered at 15. v1"
6.3.6.5 Load "COHPOS"program on the HP 85. J
6,3.8.6 Start the paper tn the chart recorder. (Slow} J
6.3.8.7 Type run on the HP 85. Agatn run each of the four run
types until four good ones _re obtained, f/
I I s,z,ico0E,,,. ,o.I""'"_,u-- ! .v i,,,,.=x co..u.,c.,,o.,.,v,,,o. . ..... TP- 0--o B 'Aee0Se^CESVSTE.SOeEeATmNSI A I UIU3a I "" °"° I I
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6.3.B,B Load the "30 XFER" program on the HP B5. Transfer the




RUN, TYPE TAP,E# (300 ser_es) BULKFZLE#
#z 30 1 5
z z
#2 3 el ._ Gi
--#3 F i
- #4 _o7- 2-
6.3.9.1 Record the ttme (as read from the UAMStest set) at whtch
the calibration station was pumpeddown follow_ng the
6.3.9.2 Fully open the calibration station throttl4n9 valve.
6,3.9,3 Vertfy _hat the chamber pPessu_ ts less than
1 x 10"° Torr. 5_Torr
6.3.9.4 Load and run f_le _ of the SUMSfunctional test tape
on the HP 9630. Record data tape _nfor_mt_on below.
¢_ Y_V_ e,_ _ SUMSData Tape I.D.#
_,_;l( C ( o_e_, Bulk Ftle #(1,2,3 or 4)
6.3.10 _nstrument Turn-Off
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5.3.10.2 Turn on SUl_ VacuumI_tntmnance Power, J
6.3.10.3 Attach all data to tht_ procedure, |ncludtng chart /
recorder output tape_.
ENDOF SUH5COHPOSITIONCHANGECALIpRATION
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3/ 2/ 19112 1447 HI;,'.¢; EUI'I£ I_/H 6 PRGE I OF f_
FUHCTICNRL TEET
DRTR TRP,E,Zr_ _ _BUL_ ;DRTR FZLE ¢ !
SUMC_,FUI4CTZOliRL TE_T
C_RMBER PRE3C_UREEE,'I_ TORF' BOTH F'|LRMENT_;
HOU£;EKEEPING DRTR FILRMENT NUMEEF 2
3CRN NUMBER' ! 2 _ 4 3 6 ? B RNRL MU_
|NTEF:LRCE 3TEF' 1 2 _ 4 ! Z 3 4
|ONX_RTIOH EI4E_GY 7_ ?_ ?_ 75 ?5 ?_ ?5 75
FILRMENT NUIqE:EF' 2 2 _ 2 2 _ Z 2
CRP ONII_ OFF_2 l I ! ! l | | |
PLUS 1_ VOLT _9_ 19_ !_ 195 193 19_ 1_3 193
M|HU$ 1_ VOLT 1_ 13_ 13_ ]2_ |30 1_0 I_ |_0 "IS.BOO
ION FU_P VOLT let IBl lB| lEO Iel 161 1_! 151
IOfl $OUEC:E TEMF 9B _0 B_ 90 90 B_ _B B9 ",_IF'i
PLUS 5 VOLT 12e t2e 12£ 120 120 12_ 12e l_
R/_ REFERENCE VOLT 1_3 |_3 16_ 163 |63 |£3 163 163
EMISSION CURRENT 125 125 t2_ 125 12_ 125 125 125
COLLECTOR CURREI4T _0_ 10_ 1_ _¢ 105 10_ 105 l_
ELECTRON ROe VOLT |_9 1_0 185 IB_ 190 _9_ 19e 13_
|ON ROC VOLT 39 39 35 39 39 39 _9 39
ION PU_P flNRLOG _,Qq_O.BB20
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241 ,_3 25 $_ ,:_".:, 4
' _IL _"._._ ,-._".:" ... 24_ _ _: _ E: 4
. - . ... _;_ . . 245 F_ i: E: 6 4
251 8 _: _ 2_ 4
2S4 _ _:
25¢ _ 2_: 23 6: 4
25? 9 E: _ 58 4
2¢2 _: E: 6; 23 4
:" ' ' " " 2_,3 _ E: E: B 17
2_.=l 6J 2_: $ E:,:.',E (_ _ 4
2_7 ¢ _ 25 28 4
2¢_: E_ E; 6 E_ 1."
70 E $ _
2 ,'.:: 6 25 23 _ 27
. - --,?..*;.- , 274 E: _ _ _ 4
_ _ ..... 275 23 _ 2 _
277 _B @, _: E: 4
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2'P1 23 E: E: 2?, 4
29,i 8 8 8 4: 4
2_'4 B _: E: 2C': 19
2._, 6 8 E: E: 4
297 8 8 :';_: ;L3 4
2g._ 8 8 8 8 I_
300 B 8 8 8
3GI 8 38 8 8 4
30.1 E', 2C': 2".: 8 4
3C;4 _ E: 8 8 12 .
3o_ _ e e e: 4
_07 8 8 8 8 4
$_ _: 8 29 8 12 1:"
_0._ E_ _3 8 8
311 E: 4: ,53 23 4
31_ B 8 _: _ 4
31":: 8 8 --'_':' .;-'_' I'_
3_4 8 8 E: 8 12
315 E: $ 8 6
@16 8 8 8 ,_'",_, 4
317 B 8 8 8 4
_21 B 8 8 8 4
C::'_2 8 8 _ 8 4
3C.'_ _ E: 23 8
328 $ 8 _E_ 8 ?3
_':i _ E: 38 P3 BO
334 8 8 8 E; (_
$37 8 B B 8 _5
338 B B I_ 8 _;5
3._,_ e 6 IB B 73
"a4_ B e 8 IB341 B B E e 73
34,_ _ 8 B 38 4-.'
34-: 8 8 6 8 57
344 ,_: 8 8 8 8_
34_ 8 8 8 8
346 $ 8 8 8 27
347 E: 8 8 3 4
34:[: 8 2-": 8 ::"._ I._
349 _ 4: 6 _ I_








SLIM., COMF' CH_Ht:-E CI_L ISRTFh RUII TYPE #1, 02w"PH2* TFWE tI301JBULK FILE 11
TIME BARATROII RMU 32 HMU 2_ AMU 16 AMU 14
PRE50URE
(SEC) (TORE> ($ BIT)
4_5.0 e.020197 17 Ie_ 6 I_
435.3 e.e395o4 IB IB4 4 12
445.0 0o046640 IB IBm: 5 11
449.E: 0._436_5 _I 10_ 5 I_
455.1 _.05057_ 21 10_ ? 13
465.0 _._66_71 24 103 6 11
450.1 0.103463 35 103 ? 12
4B5.I 0.115640 _0 10_ 0 11
490.! 0°161000 44 10_ ? 9
_ _.(_ _,_ _L_-- _i ,.-.,_J_.-'" "_1_ .. 495, 1 0. 169130 51 102 1_ 10
5_0.1 0.190070 63 10_ 0 I_
504.9 0.211430 ?I 10_ I_ 11
• 509.9 0._6_460 ?_ 10_: 13 14
515,0 0,_:?_40 04 103 13 1_
519.9 0.315450 96 183 I? 13
5_5.0 0.3E:1460 100 104 16 11
:1_ 5_0,1 0,414070 107 104 20 10
A _5'4"_545.1 0.4756,0 II? I05 _0 13
5_9.9 0.537390 124 106 _6 12
i 0,_0760 1_ 106 _: 12
• 549,9 _,_4_010 13_ 107 32 1_
_.,.,.0 0._5_410 147 10E: 3E! 14
55_.9 0,059400 156 10_ 40 1_
• _ e ; 565.0 0.99_1500 I_5 110 52 I_
"_ _"_'_ • -- 569,9 1,075500 16_ 11_ 5_: 15
- ... 575.0 I._31900 I_? I_ 50 5_
5?9.9 1.374400 159 197 4? _9
.E.,,O 1..,,4_0_ 147 _16 41 104
5_9.9 1.714300 I_0 .._ $7 115
594.E: 1,973100 131 _36 31 125
i' '° 599.9 3,202500 1_ 242 30 131
-"'" _ £ 605.0 _.4E:?O00 110 _51 _? 137
_C " 610.0 2.5_:300 105 259 _3 143
_ " _ 5. .065500 90 _64 a_: 7619.9 3.100400 9E: 26? _4 151
- 6_4,_ _,362_:00 91 _70 2_ 157
_ 6_9.9 3.662600 $_ 275 22 162
} 6_:5.0 _.053700 02 200 22 165
t 639,_ 4.165000 7_ _$7 23 t*?
• _ 644.E: 4,3_9600 76 _: _0 169650.0 4.569300 74 290 23 172
: 654°9 4.77_00 ?3 291 11 19_
_59,E: 4,_63500 74 293 21 175
_,'d'_ 6_4.9 5.112700 76 Z._ 20 177
_ 69. ._35000 ? 296 _ 9; _74,_ 5,377600 70 29? _ IgO679.9 5.414000 00 _9_ 23 IB1
605.0 5.55?500 04 a99 _6 1o2
......... 609.E: 5,534500 90 300 24 184
E94,_: 5.6_3100 95 300 25 1B4
69_,_ 5.712500 103 301 27 104
?05.0 5,059000 106 301 29 I_5
?O_.E: 5.924600 107 302 27 10_
714._ 5.975100 106 3_2 20 107
719.E; _,0_5100 111 3_3 31 I07
724._ _.0_00 115 30_ 3_ 1_7
7_9.E: 6._19100 119 304 3_ I00
734,7 6,_24300 119 304 _1 1_9
739._ 6,390100 114 306 31 190
744,9 _.406200 119 306 31 191
749._ 6.557500 121 307 3_ 191
754,7 6.701300 122 307 33 192
759.7 6.709000 I_2 30_ 31 193
764._ 6,074700 119 309 30 193
; 769.7 6.959900 119 310 31 194
774.7 ?.04_00 119 310 32 194





"_ ORIGINAL PAGE |_]
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?64, E 7.24930J3 121 31;: 31 ! 9_,
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._,_ 83_'. 7 I::. 4_100f llk 3kl 31 201
' 84:. 7 g. 725_00 1 ! 0 3.,, ,_.": 20.?,
C _14. t" E ,_4 IO00 O_: '_"" 27 3
"_ E'_'.'.. _ _:. 9_0000 109 ,%2_: 3 ) 20?
_. . E_4.." :, OE:2 (, 10._ 24 0 4
E,"4,_, :, 3 ._4000 I07 _..,"'_ 30 20_
_E¢4, _ 9.57'4000 107 32¢ 2_ 207
_. _: :, ,"00000 107. 327 3,3 20_,:
', l 6:4._ 9, E:_:4000 105 3,_7 32 20,_:
" _9._*, 9, 9,34000 10_ 3,3E: 30 209
_" ! 904., 10.052000 10(, 3,3_: 31 2C@
" - " _" " _ ---"_- " "" " _" -- ;--" ""-_"_7 • _
..--7.:_;-_._--__':--_....:
"" " 0 .... J..,, O O O." , '.:) .
O0000003-TSE09
I I I I "1
; ORIGINAL PAGE t,_l
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_ _[.IM_ COMP t::HFIItGE(:ill _RT_, fi:Ut_ T':F'EII_-, _2--'q12. TRF'FII:_61, R I 1:'7!F a_.:.
i •
-_ ORIGINALPAGEIS I"I.E _,_eFm;.ot4 eMt.,_: _t_luze _.u 1¢ _MU14
_2 "_FPOORQUALITY PEE_',U_:'E(SEC, (TORE,
r (9 E',I T)
"_ 440, E1 0, 0245_c_ _3 11_ e 1_
445,0 0, 025425 24 11_ 0 14
450,2 O, 0_ :::35,: 21 118 _ 14
45_.0 0.0110_:4 ::_ 11E: g 1,"
4_0. (I 0. 064._:15 ,_-_: 1I' ' I_
465, ] 0.04£. _:3r,'. _: I IE: ? 1_
4_, 'i, O, 05 .::_0; _6 12C_ ," I.,
4.'5.0 C. 0_,4,:. r. -, 12'0 9 IE;
479. '_ O. 0_:_:642 _:2' 122 1_; 1_:
_A__ 494,_ O, 0_60_:0 41 1_'4 10
500. I 0.0_4'00 4E: 12_ 10 16:
""':.', " ' 504,9 0,24_90 51 1_: _ 1_:
i _ r _, 1_2520 _1 1_1 1_ 1.,
.,1 .,. 0 0, 2,2171'0 '_ 120 12 17
520.0 0.25;.'660 E:I 120 15 1¢
..,_4, _. _. ,-._, __, 91 120 15 17
5-" ,_, ._ 0,351?90 100 120 1_ 1_:
.,...,.0 O. 410_:10 107 119 _0 IT
5_0,0 O, 659710 I.'!5 1I_: _I 15
.... 4. E. O. ?66_ .'_0 14 _: 11 E: 3_: 1?
"-" "" _._, goO_. 155 11E: 44 I.,
""* cOrtF'O'ITIOI4 ¢,H.ITI:H _.*,*
5?0.0 1.21 ?200 1?3 11 E: "", ....
'IE . e.,-.- 5,"4, 9 1.2_00900 16_: 1_:0 5_ 75fP_ 57 ,_, ._ 1,627000 165 _.U._' 55 94
5_4, _ 1, Eft'7000 15,:, ?.23 40 1115E:.%6: : ": "" "
_ 599. E: " '"¢_""•_. _, . ¢.06_ 116 259 _24 141
_04, _: _:. 2?4400 10_: ._4 :"":, 149
_,09, ._: " ?E:,_IO0 .':'"._ o',,•:,, 100 15E:
.% ._. 615.0 4.1 _'600 9_: 2?9 _: 164
_r i" " 61"_" ' 4.47k'00 E:'_: _'E:_: 24 1'_'.%. L) ,) 6_9. E: 5. 409700 06 29_; 24 176
.. _4. ,., 5, _5 ,"E:O0 00 29.' 2_: ! 00
6:_. t. 6.. _,¢,¢00 ?E: 301 25 1E:5
•: Jt 644.7' 6..'54¢00 75 $0_., 22 190
64.¢,, _: '. 010900 7_: ", .¢0E 26 19_:
_ 654.7 ?, 264E:00 74 E_I 25 194
_5,_,_: ?. 59_900 ?6 .q13 24 19_
g64.9 _;*096500 ?6 _1_ 2.' 19?
i" C . _%'.,_74._:_ E:.0c%_000 75 " ' " ""
_,I. _? 200
"t, ¢79. ? E_.15_000 ,'7 $20 25 200
6E:4. :i: E_.2 ",2000 E:I '_kl _' 200
_0_. E: E:._¢_000 07 _.7.1 _7 200
694, _ :. 5"_0 94 _:2.1 2.' 201
j _,9_. _: E:. ¢25000 9,' .q22-' 30 202
?04. _: E:.?40000 9E: _.._'.'
.,... 2_" 202
70_. ? _. EQ._000 100 .,,._'-'" 29 20:_
'14. ? E:.9_0000 102 .,....,:'="_ 31 20:'_
j '19, " 9, I1_000 104 3_:4 q._ 204
, ,_4.... 9, ,:,1_,OOg_ 10_ 324 32 204
..... ' 9.5 ! 4000 105 .,._''"., 3k 205
..._734'?. .% _ 14000 10_ 3:_ _.¢' _06
_, 3_ 20?
i .744'_? 9, .'.'9000 104 g,..:'I"F rI _ I _0 ?
,4.._ 9.947000 107 .....' ,,.',,:_, 3k 20,_:
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O0000003-TBE13
O0000003-TSE14
c-.'LIF'ISEOMF CHFO'KiECkL DATR. F'LIH T','r'E #21, ff_"="H2, TRF'E 4301, FILE m.%,
0--|''IAI'RLill_r"'- p_G_-,_°_ TIt,IE F'I_E_.,_;LtF;EBFtF:RTF'Oll_tlLI _ RI,ILI 2f_ A|4U lg Rrqu 14
QU_ 11' ($E_-, CTOFIF, C9 ,E]T,pOOROf
52c_.c, c,.33c,_.0 ;3- 14c_ z5 1_,
5_5,0 O, ,_2240 ,13_ 14_ 2? 2 !
5:'qb, .:', C1._3413(3 132 14,2: 27 22
540. _ b, 5 _4E:O0 !-:7 145 31 _I
545, _ C,,594160 141 145 ._4 2 .::
55{,, J: O, 670::_0 1t, 1 14_, 39 3 ;'.
55t, ._ O. ? .=,C10;:(, !6_" 145 4," .3".';
5_. ,. _ O, e'_O00 1?5 14',Z: _:: .?5
---- .., ¢. _ 1, (@010D 1:;,:,_ 150 _C .::'4
56A. I 1, _;74¢_:00 19¢ 154 7_ 2'._
( ( 5'_0, I 1. ?_O?C'O 205 1_2 9i: "g,Oe_" ", •. .*.*OL ,,:.1_, 1_': lOO _:I
-- ,,.-._..-_ _00. I 3. 143400 ;'3_; 1_5 1_._4 _:};
¢05, .$ ':. 34,_1O0 3.$_.'. _E,$ 1L_: _:7'
_,15. ! 2, .¢'.::"300 _:.'_: 17.$ 120 _:_
-:_ _0..$ ":, 1 "_"/.':00 _45 173 137 41
6_5. I _,, 4.¢'_?00 24.'. 17`_ 1.30 40
_30.1 3:, 755900 255 1,"7 135 43
_5..$ 3. ,_7_=_00 3¢.$ 17.¢' !.%_: 4_:
C : ....t'_40. _: 4. 10.,, U. *-"_:,:: 1_',1 140 4,_645. I 4, ":_:0000 -':¢',5 1E:4 14_: 47
_,,- _55. I 4, 7_',850_' c,""1 I_¢'7 14._ 5_',
¢_0. 4. :':50000 .$72: 18:_: 151 51
_r,, I 5. 1_:_1AO 374 1_0 15.:: 54
............. v::70.2 5, 1_ 1_:00 _77 1._,"_ 157 54
_75, I 5, _:':41 O0 27'_ 190 15_: 54
_80, .3 5, 4C_0700 ,L_:C, 190 15_' 5 .":
__.:¢.,,? 5, 4 ,"'.:'.::00 2_:_' 1.=1 161 55
6_,;u 0 5. 552:700 ".'_'- 173 1_2 59
_95. I 5.639500 3E:." 19,% 162 57
" " 700, 0 5, 71 _:600 3_:7 193 1611 59
'_' 1" ' [ :0.,,I 5.7"943:00 ,_¢:: 194 I C."; 57i ,'t CI,0 .=,.._0440¢" 2_41 I._5 I_4 5.¢'
. . .... ._ 715,1 5, .¢'_'1_00 3 *.:.-:: 196 1,:'.4 63
7-"5.3 _. I_:1700 _ 1_7` ] ,_ (;4
730.0 6,1811 O0 _'.:'0 197 1¢,7' _4
?35.1 6, 318100 290 19_: 1_7 _5
740.0 6, 40::;700 2291 19:_: 1_7 _¢
745, I 6,510800 _'_'1 1.¢'_ 1_:_ _
750, I g.5.¢'3400 _._ _00 I_._ e:,"
755,0 6, 6_:8200 _._, 200 I_._ _7( (, --" ....., _._.. _ t .... _1 u_. _: _.0 1_'? _¢:, _,., 0 _,. 854 _.;OC' :."_4 201 170 ¢¢_:• . - . _ 770.1 _.9¢h_.00 294 _0.$ 171 _'_'
775. I ?, 06 i_00 _95 ":'03 173 £9
?85.1 7. 294_,00 29_ 20_ 173 TO
790.0 7. :'=4¢.:000 3'._ _'04 17,4 7'0
795.0 7,42._:I(,0 I'._7 -.'04 175 70
79'._. ._ 7.5_500 2_7 205 1,"4 70
80_. 0 7, ¢.'5,7E:0¢ ;;:.% ,;:05 1?5 ';'.$
814, _ 7. E:4_400 27._ 30_ I?7 7'I
830. ,2s 7.9. '?O ;:00 2t_? 177 7,1
_:24. :L, E;, 1_ "&O0 :':01 _0_: 17`8 ?3
_:2'_. _' E;. ,_ :'7000 qO" /'09 1_10 74
_:35.0 8. _.:;'000 302 20_ 180 7'4
8._:_, '._ _, 412000 30 _: 220'? 1,30 ?3
E;45.0 E,.54_000 304 210 1E:1 ?4
84_, .c., 8. _34000 304 211 I_2 ?5
E:55,0 E,, 748000 _:05 211 182 ?5
E:5.'-',? 8, _48000 305 /' 11 1_1' 75
B_5. g_ 9,021_,000 306 211 1_.:4 7'6
870.0 9.1£8000 _07 21 ! 185 76
874.9 9. 304f_0C_ ";0_: 211 ! 86 76





8(i..,I ._. 5:::.":000 310 -'12 187 ??
)69.9 9, 691000 i',lO 21:': 199 ??
894, 9 9, 614000 _:1! " ";.1:,;'_ 18,') ??
899, 9 10, 2,1:6000 _:11 .:.1;, 189 ?(.
° ° 'y." COt'lF'O_,] T | Ol( '_;,JI T,: H e_--"
905, 0 !O,.:!85000 _:1'_ 2 ! 4 1? 1 ,"6 I,
90'). '.:' 10, 41"7000 1:15 916 19 I_ "'_._
_14.._ I0,554000 :'_ 19:_.,I., :':"1 88
920,,0 i0.64::;000 ":15 21_I 191 103
9"4, _ 16_.??,)000 .::14 241 191 119 ' '_"
929, '_ 10. _:.'6000 _:! .:: ...,':= ': 190 12:5
9:),4. _ I 1,010000 .::11 _62 18_: 1.,,:'_''
._*. i1.145000 1:10 26'._ 1_6 140
9, 11.2:_',",000 _:09 2,'5 1_,5 14(.
9, 11.4,,)'0000 _:0_c: _:'_ 104 1_.6 ,. _."-..I_-_
9.',_, ) i 1,564000 "_0,:'. ::':::0 10" 159
95_. _ 11. ,_'.:'7000 ",05 _'_'2 180 163
9(.4, 9 11.6:;:4000 _:0,4. 29.e,, 100 1(.?
9_9.6: 1_, 0':..:00 U .":0 ::' "_ °'
,.;.f, 179 I71 _ "2":"'_ !
974. _', 1_. 2?0000 .";01 :)0_ 1?_, 1?i
97_. 9 I_:.447000 29'P 30(. 174 180
964, _', 1_, 61 -':'000 _., 311 172 1._4
989.9 12.,"_0000 2_." 315 172 188
9m4,. ';. 1-', _(.60_;10.. ..':":"_., 3"0 170 191
...'.4 ":21 169 1_4
1004 • 8 1._:.":56.,000 ':':'.: _,,.;._'' 1(.6 19,5
100.c'. 9 1".':.541000 J:9':' )24 167 19:'
1014,8 lj:. _'':''' ",..000 _ I 3.'5 I(.6 199
_(11'_..'::. I _:, ',))9_:000 2'._0 _:,,.," ":'" 16'; _08
1024.8 14, 0`56000 -'69 ":29 1(.4 28_
1029, _ 14,2`54000 -,c," "• ...,_ 1(.4 203
10:)4.6 , 14.41 _:000 ,:-';,;;,_'" _0 1_;,"_ I:'04 _.
10_._.8 14.6_?000 268 632 I(._' 206 I ......
1044.9 14.6.,._0_0 2:)4 3_,4 I_,I 207
1849, _ 15.078000 _6 _' _,.,.':"= 159 _09
1054.7 15._I, UO_Ti 261 I`55_,.,6 210
1(_5'._.,_: 15. _'" " ;, 8 .... 8 1`56 212
1064.9 15.?7(.000 277 :)40 154 214
me .,10_._,8 I.,,'._:',"000 ,;75 341 15_: 216
,tG,"4. ? 16,201000 2,":_ _42 151 _17
107_, ;_: 16.42-'000 272 343 149 _ 19
1884,7 16,6_0000 ._71 345 148 -"20











..... ' OF POORQUALITY
.... m
O0000003-TSF05
I $UII$ COMP CHRHr:'E rAL [IAT_, RUt4 TYPE #4. 02=re>H2* T_F'E _301, FILE #4.
TIME B_R_TROH RMU 92 AMU 2E: _HU 16 AMU 14
OE_GINALpAGE !_ PRESSURE
_"-_IJALITY (SEe) (TORR:, (9B_T_eriei OF 515.e e.2z327o 122 142 22 19
520.2 e.225e20 125 143 2_ 21
525.4 0.309930 127 14_ 2? 21
520,_ 0,2_340 130 14_; 2_ 21
i _..... e.411_20 I_4.. 144 29 "_'540 1 _ 0 _63_ 9 5 3_ 21
545._ _.541210 145 146 2_ 22
550._: 0._52170 155 146 41 21
555.1 0.2_7960 162 149 4? 22
560._ 0._6300 I70 150 5_ 25
565.1 I._75E:00 178 15_: 66 25
570._ 1.2_6200 I_ 154 70 25
3.. . J_._ ._..,f,.,.m 575.1 1,270600 197 159 00 20
5_0.! 1.573B00 203 1_3 $_ 29
.-- ° '° 505.2 1.915100 211 I_5 97 2_
F ( 590.1,= - Z.10_$00 _.222 I_? 103 _
.,9.,._ 2,71_10_ "_" 171 10_: 37
"_" -, _00.2 2._05_0 23=_ 173 120 41
6_5.1 _._71900 245 I?£ 12_: 41
_10._ 3._54400 250 177 13! 45
£15.1 4.157_0_ 2_0 I_0 I$_ 4_
_20.1 4.45_400 267 I_5 14_: 50
_25.2 4,0_9_0 269 1_: 147 53
_2_.I 5.4210_0 2?4 190 15_ 55
635.2 5.8_0400 200 191 159 5_
:_ p.,f--.,_ 640.1 £.$291_0 2_5 194 16_; 59"/ _ 5.2 _.¢_8700 9 5 _ _0L" _50._ 7,011700 292 19¢ 16_: _2
" _55._ 7.382_00 294 198 171 _5
_60.I 7.615400 296 200 I?_: 6_
¢¢5.0 ?,E:27_O0 29_ _01 175 _:
.... _70.1 0,010900 299 20_ 17_ _9
675.1 6:,0_:_:000 _01 204 176: 71
_:0.1 6:,219000 302 20_ 17_ 7!
_85._: E;.344000 .,0_ 20c 179 70
I - " 6_0.1 8.4_2_00 303 20_ 179 72
695,0 0,_04000 $04 20? 1_1 72
•" 700.1 0. 774000 205 2_: I_Z 74
( 710.0 _.752_00 20¢ 209 102 72
715.1 _.997_00 206 210 IB_: ?5
720,1 9.171000 2_? 211 105 76
725.0 9.241000 30_ _II I$_ 75
720._ 9,350_00 _09 212 106 77
7_5.0 9.49_000 3_9 212 I07 75
740.1 9.54_000 210 212 I_: ?_ i
?45,0 9._,_ 0_._ _11 212 1_' 7_ I
750,0 10.353_00 311 212 108 ?6 )
_** COMFO$ITIOH SWITCH _++ _
! j 7_0.0 10.424000 _1_ 22_: 19_: 90 (/ " 765.0 10,52_00 _i5 227 192 9_: i
• " _ 770,0 10,6_0000 _15 2_0 191 100
" ?75,0 10,7_7000 215 2_7 I_I 105
" _J'- :--- ?00.2 10,_44000 214 24? 191 117
?_5.0 10.950000 21_: 257 19_ 127
790,0 11,0_4_00 _12 2_3 10_ 1_
795.1 11,_35_00 211 2_E: 1_7 135
BO0.O 11,4_00_0 _10 274 106 145
_05.0 11.574000 209 2_ 104 155
010.1 II.74_000 3_ 291 101 I_:
_15.1 11.909000 304 295 100 I_?
020.1 12._76000 3Q3 299 17_ I72
025,0 12,251e00 301 303 176 175
020,0 12,462_00 _00 _7 174 179
_35.1 12._24_0 299 211 173 104
040.1 12,792_00 297 315 172 I_7
045.0 12.955_00 296 320 170 190
049,? 13,126000 294 321 169 19_:
_55.0 13 334000 294 3_ I_9 194
_59.9 12.445_0 _9_: 924 16_: 19_
0£5.0 13,617_00 292 325 167 197
_69.9 I$,B13000 291 226 166 19_
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OLIIq:.:COMP CMRI|GE C:FIL 5ATFI. EUII TYPE#t, R2 "" t42 '02, TFIF'E #301t FILE_5.
BAF_ATF:OH AMU 3_ ENU 2_ _MU 1_ _MU 14
O_IN_ L p_{i_ _'"_ TIME PRE_:SLIRE
425.0 8.e29590 35 130 10 le
430.4 0.020755 33 131 9 17
435._ 0,04_505 37 13_ ? le
445._: 0,_43030 _5 124 7 I_
450,3 0.05_2_ 35 135 % 18
455,! 0.061732 38 137 6 21
460.2 0,0_9210 3_ 138 E: 20
4_5._: 0.07_1_ 3¢ 141 0 22
470._: 0. e010_:1 35 144 8 24
475,2 0.003890 36 146 _ 24
400.2 0o107810 37 14_ 7 2:_:
405,4 0.137650 _4 151 6 2_
e : _ , ...! 490.2 0.144100 _: 156 ? _1
, 495.1 0.1_95_0 35 161 5 _5
500.2 0,192_30 _3 164 ? 3?
510._: 0.2486_0 e,_,_. I?I ? 45
.,1 .... 0.2735_0 "" I35 6 50
520,I 0.322700 %5 180 ? 56
525,_ 0.3694_:0 35 18_ 9 6_:
5_:0,1 0.409660 34 193 10 67
535,1 0.460470 32 196 10 70
54_.2; 0.500640 _2 200 5 74
545.1 0.6001_0 36 205 9 80
550,1 0.675700 3_ 211 ? _?
555,1 0.774330 24 216 10 92
. 560,1 0._.0_._ 34 2a:. 9_:
5_5,1 0.9?0300 .,_=.' _,..... 7 101
• *_* CO_IFO_,!TIDN _;WITCH *_
570,2 1.035_00 _:3 231 10 10_
575,1 1.20_:_:00 5_: 2_4 13 109
500.1 1.301_00 01 236 14 112
505,1 1.565200 i01 _40 I_: 116
590,1 1.723100 11_ _45 23 I_!
595.I 1.980_00 127 249 24 125
60_._ _.14_:00 1_:5 254 _0 130
605.1 2.366100 142 259 34 1_:
m 610.1 _.090100 14_ 262 36 136
_1.,.] _66 4:2: 140_._70400 15_:
1 _ PZ3"O 45
) 620.1 164 2_9 144
_.,_ _.4_:2700 I_? 2?4 5: 148
"" . 1,_ 270 50 15i:_,_:0.1 %635000 _*'
_5.0 3.02?400 176 _81 63 155
640, I 4.145200 179 280 67 159
645.0 4.343300 10_I _89 6% 16_
650.0 4.561600 188 _90 69 164
655.! 4.359400 191 _92 71 165
660.0 4,963000 194 29_: 74 167
665,1 5°802500 195 _94 ?T 160
_20.1 5.1_:5600 197 2'_6 37 I78(2) °675,1 5.35_700 I_8 _., 70 170680,1 5._7%_00 200 298 80 172
.... _5.0 5.500700 200 29_ 08 133
690.1 5.661_:00 201 300 _ 17_:
695.0 5.660700 _0_: _80 82 174
?00,0 5.7_8400 203 302 83 175
705,0 5.813000 20_; 30_ 84 176
710,0 5.070_80 204 30_ 84 17_
715._ 5.966_00 205 _03 05 I76
720.0 6.014400 206 _04 8_ 177
725.C 6.1_:200 20_ 304 8_ 178
7_0.1 6.221_00 207 305 88 179
7_5,0 6,304600 20_: _06 88 180
739,9 0.393200 209 30_ 09 100
745.0 6.451300 209 300 91 101
749,9 6.573600 210 _0_, 91 lel
754.9 6.6_00 _1! _00 91 102
760.0 6.714400 212 _10 93 103
765.0 6.790500 21_: _:10 94 104
770.1 6.907200 214 _:I0 94 1_4
', 775.0 7.094500 215 _:ll 96 185
7?9,9 ?.152800 217 31_: 90 |8_
705.0 7.257000 217 313 97 107
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E,U¢I.££f=MF £HRIIC,E [hL Dfllfi. 6LIlt T'/F'E II;., hi2 "=: H_' Ok-', TRPE ql3Bll F]LE#_.
TIME BR_RTf<BI( RIIU 3_ flMLi rE: RI1U tE ftMU 14
PkE$'SUP.E
p
oRIGINAL pAGE leJ <sir, (T0_'F_,, . c_, LdT)
q ,,-UALIW 44o, c_ eh o, 14._ 3;:' 1_':, _ 13pOOR I.... 5 15OF
4_,'.'. 1 A. £I4_"."_.:_." 3:.2 J:": 4 15
47¶_. _' _, 0(.41_ ', J:7 I -;_¶, t_ 2t
'- _,, ._'"_ - i I 4_=.', I 0, 0';",¢*_4;' 315 144 E: _4
- "" ---- ': 5_',. 0 O. P,_0,_, , 3_, 14'_ 7 ._0
._ 5_0.{' 0. '-:'__',0;"0 ':" 1'_,_ -%:
_30, 0 O, 34?550 .":5 17E. E; _ !
=¢x, !I 0. 404 _;?0 _'_, 184 _'. _I
544. _ O.5_4_ _=0 .'_ 197 •
L ('_ '_ 550, ! 0, ¢'.12¢;_:='., _:I ,304 E, B0
='*._ (_OI'IF"O'_;ITIOH_,dIICH 4-,-
" 570, _' I,_01100 _;I :_=! 7 I0_
- ..,_. I0 111
a ,,. 5;'4,'_ I,4;:'_,4C:0 '.;_' :';'
_" 580. | 1,51 _:0(' ,_7 2_ _ Ig 11
'_J -- .. 5_;4.'? 1. ?0:'_: ) ' 112 _44 _'._ I_0
._,._. ',_ ._. 5_ 1_00 140 "5?_ _ 1 l ,_:,_
•- 6Or,, h _, 72 _:_:OC, 150 2_Z 3? 1_:7
: _.04,'_ _.:.0 _;5C'_1_ I,_ _'_ 4;_ 143
_10.0 _:.E:_'_:.¢.,00 It_._ _71 4_ 147
• _14. '_ 4. _'._73'00 17_ _'81 _,":: 15'7
"."- "" _,_'0.I 4.5C':_400 I_ _8_ 6£: I_
• " .,, 4, .,,_0U 194 _.94 ?4 1_.:
.,. 6, _._.,J_ 1.. _9_.. ,"E: 171
.; _ 644, _: _.67_:_:00 _'0_ _0 ,% 87 I??, . 0_,:.. u_. ":'10 C'_0? 90 1"_:_
£,_._,_: ...... _,_V -"1_/, .,h_ _7 187
: _9. :_: E:._41_;00 "_:_ _:16 IOC, 191
_8_', _: E=.50_000 Z,_6 _21 10 :': 1?4
_94. _; E:.607000 2_ 3_I I_4 194
_99.9 8, 799000 _7 3_ 104 195
70.% _: =E!.?07000 _ -'$ _:'-': 105 1$_
714, _: E:,922000 2_ ,$2_ 10g l ._¢
719.7 9, 19._000 2_ 3_3: 10C I?_
7_?. E; _ o4_000 2 "-';! _:34 10_" 19E:
7._4.:_', ?..9.'<I00C_ ;.'_1 _'._ I_. _ 19_'
7.i_' ,_'. 9. _ 16000 ;.:3,_ 3_5 Ie._ 19E;
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c.&ttl_Z,COMF CHFII;CE _;AL IJ_TR. RLIII TYPF " 11,_:='=: H,_ O._* TRPE #:.,tS.:o FILE4_I
TIM[ IBRF:ATF:OII 8I'ILi 32 RI4U 2_ RIIU IE. RMU 14
OP.IGI_At'-pAQt 11i F_E:_UF:E
oF
C, , C'_b"525. I 8...4.,.u ?:I 19¢ I) ?b
5_10, _: O, 457'/'48 ?2 J,9,¢' _,0 71
54A. 2 b,4,_77¢ _ ¢'.7 _(45 ! _' ?E:
_;'- " O. _:_:8('(' 5,;. ,=,.:,:""" 11 I(141
.i..% 11
_--'. 570, 0 1. C_74_'00 _5 23".': l _ i O_
., ..,_ 1.1._7_00 51 ,_. lO II 1
5E:O, 0 1, _:4,_400 54 _'41 10 115
! " _ ll"
•,6.,. ! ! , 5".,0._00 50 246 11 120
_ ..%. ,. 1,9, ,_oC 45 _5,¢' 9 !C_0
':' "'" .... 1_E:
"_' "_ _10.] _. _,, .,;,Ot 44 ,.,,- 1':' 144
,_ _'-"0,0 ._,,"1_01_._0 4"-" 279 11 15_
_,..',,=,.;. ,:,".45_6Ar'... 45 kS_: 11 158
",:_ . ':' 7.:¢9..,_C,60(, 4,% 11 I_:_
:,q, '_ ":, _"800C_ 44 " .¢'_' 1 i: 1_';
,':,,_ ¢,
_4 O, 0 4,08_400 4" .... 11 165
_4,_, 9 4,5950U0 45 ,.:%, 1,,: 170
m_ ? 6_0,0 4,935_0C' 4.4 3_-" 14 17.'5
¢.,64,_' 5. 09940¢: 47' _04 I_: 19_
..... 1, ..Ou 45 _,0_ 1_ 178
675.0 5. _:37_.:00 4".': !:OT 14 IE:C_
.... _Sr,, 0 5. 405800 45 !:"I: 1!: I_0
6:_4, _ 5,4 ,"_,20(' 4E ":09 12 1_:1
. ..._;.:,_.. 50 310 13 1_:_
i (_ _ .'-'C'.0 = =" ..... '
.,, u, ,, ..CL 47 _.:11 1_., 18-::
_95,0 r -=:'., -,
..... 700,0 5, ? I'L_O0 49 31-" 15 IE:_:
704. _. 5, 79,_:_;0D 50 31,_ | 1 184
• ""_" ""' " ' ?O_.'? 5.E:_.:1,200 51 _:I_: 12 IB5
": "[ " [ " 714,i: 5.._72100 51 2:14 14 l_i
_ ) ,h 719, 9 6, 045800 50 _ 14 1:?, 18_"' ., 1. 1 .::
• ,...k I%r ,:._. 6,2 _0-'00 5_ _:16 188
_i, 13 1897:/:4. ? _.._31_'00 5" " "
?_, 9 _. 447?00 _: 320 14 190
...0 10744, _. T. 4'P_300 5._: ".'_,' 191
74 _', _ 6, _0%:900 5.; .,.C4 13 191
754. _: 6, _19100 55 _:' '
¢,:"275_.. $ _. , _,¢p_ 54 .... 15 193
.,gi 14
[_ , ,:..,.0 ¢, 854 ._00 55 ...._." 19 ":76.q, E: _,. 941790 _'¢ _,,_ 15 194
_- ( _ 774.8 "_._,:,.,:L""" A _I 3_,_"" 1_: I_41 # 779,? 7. 144_:0[' 56 ¢,_.,_':' I':': 194
" _ 13 195
_'E:_,_: ?, _4,.,,_0¢ 55 3Z3 15 195
?94.8 ,", 4_ _500 54 3,:,4 14 19_
"' 79.% E: ';'. 5_:_100 55 ..4¢'_ 1= 19_
• " ¢, 197
_04, _ 7, _,9,_:000 54 32. 14
i_ 80.% 7 7,773_00 54 $_: 1_: 198
f=| 4. _: 7. E:77700 5.': _g_," 14 19_:
' E',19. :': 7, 9E;1400 _.., ",:',,:,'" 14 19:_:
8£4, :.:: _:;,.0_:7000 5_: _.,_,':'"_ 14 199
.,,..E, 14E::".%9 8.190000 55 .:._". _Oc.,
i:_:4. E. E:..%: 1000 5_ 325 1_ 200
.'._,_ """ 15 200i _ E,:.... E;. ".':91_00 53 _,::._
84_. E; 8. 504086 55 .,.. 14 2_1
, _ E:4'_,::: E:,601000 55 _30 16 203'
i- • ¢.'54,7 8.806800 55 _¢, 15 20_
i - E'5'_. _.: _. 966000 5,_ _:3! 15 20*':864. ? 9. 056000 53 " ":.': 1,4 204
¢,#_,i -, : 8_.,, 9, 150000 54 .... 1E: 204L_ _ E:74. E: 9, _89000 5_: 3_:,.'. 17 205
E;7_. _ 9. 400000 54 3':':!; 15 205









. .:, o ,%5._1000 .',_ .... _ 1E_ _07 iE,_ ,. _,_-,
_94, =_.: ._. 64?000 5,?: _::.:_5 ] ? _'[17 4
£9.% , 9. ?_::C_O00 "';' _,.,.;':'_ _7 207
9Cn4,E: 10, Cn,_E:000 5_: _3_: ! 4 2Ct_:
91_._.? 1(1, 24?_CI0 55 _:'.':7 1? 20,_
914,7 10. _:_C'_O0 90 ....._,:.':c,' 24 _'10
." , ,_4. c, IC4.9c,, 0L',J 1_4 ,:,.,_ 91 21 I .
_$_,. _::. ! 1.11E:A00 190 .,,,.:a'_ 5¢ 211 "_
44. , 11, _?'9000 1?_ 340 _: _'11
._4?, _: 11.4 _:9000 IE:_ 340 6_ 21
954. _ 11,60_000 1E:_ 34_ 70 _'1
964. ? 1 9970C_0 197 34" 77 _131
_, e, _ 974._ 12.30C_000 ,304 343 _5, 215
04,:,._7_. _ 12.a4_:000 .;0, '" " E:::_
.'r
9.4., "
" ._9_._ 1':',.C_'_"_000 _1 _ 345 97 217
. . _,4. 9_: _ l ::.;
- 1014._ 1".':,_O_OOA ;P.:'_ _;4_ 101 _i_
,o 1024.7 14.O11000 .L'_? _47 10_: 2_0
• . 1_',4. ? 14.40_,000 ,?-30 34E: 10_: 2_1
.) )1 IO,'&4,7 14._45000 2_:_ $49 11_ 2_(
1094,6 19, _000 23,:" 350 114 2_3:
IC%,.... 15.5E:1I_00 _3_:: 39._ 11_, 2 ,'_'_:
IC_64• _ 15. 800000 240 35_ 11? 229
10_'_. _: 16. ,_5,_0,;10 241 .,.1_ 120 _..'_'m
10T'4. ? 1_, _4TC_O0 ,_4 ,_,.... ,.,.,.,":'_:"....... I_; 2"_.
I._ 2.3¢,107._o ? 1¢, 4_,_.000 ,_44 _:93 :'" "
10E:_, _ 1¢,. ¢_,:,O_._u 249 "" I.., 2_
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OF POOR QUALITY _1_.c_ e._;_111o ._e 171 ? 4_
..... _.'- 4951 .%_: B. 3_,:,_,t, 3E; 175 E:
5Z'_,, ! O, 35_,.4",,u _9 I?E; 7 51
_;2'?. '? CI.._4._0_0 _,_ 184 10 5E;
54{h D O,47'_.',I0 '_7 I._ 9 ?0
_,4':' * _._ O, r.'4_ ,_IJL 1 .,F.. E: I_,,_'
5_', 0 1.0 ,::51O0 ?,4 '_2? IG I0,_
_74,9 X* _ 14_,00 ,:,1 _.:,, _. 11 '->
• _.00, I _.E:_¢C_O0 3".': 2_._ ,_ 1,;4
,_4, . .,.._,..,C U ..4 :,.r
_I5.I 4. I1_:_OCl _,,."_ _90 _ 164
_._, 10 1_?
E,_4, _ 4, ._47E:C40 ,,,4 _., 10 171
...,c,.,.,0¢ 37 301 17_
_, *'*'"" _" 1_.;0
_4, _ .,,. O:,_uv .,:, C_05 I%
C 4 ........ _....
I _44 • '_ C.*_,4, c4JC _;7 :-":14 14 1_:9
660,0 7. _';_4_:00 37 _..':"'_" I_ 19¢
_,_,4,:_: ,", _:47500 37 :_:24 I_: 197
_" " _:, IC_9000 "" """ 14 19'._
_._7.,'_ _;. _'1_0') "" "'"" 15 f_O0
/ _ 654. '_. _:, .":240O0 37 .,._':", 200
_,$.% ,_: _:. 345000 "":,, _'_..:'' 15 201
• _1_4,c, $. ,_C_Ouu 3E: =,:,U 15 20_:
'_ -I, . ; tlO.O E:,77_O0 41 _:_:Cl 17 2£_';
71_,, _, _.. 1310A0 .,_"_. _.":0 1_ 204
_,_O¢_uO 40 ..... I_ 20_,
, .'._, ,_ .g, 44_0(.11:1 40 _¢,., I? _(1_
740, _._ _, 7-'.'3000 40 _""*
74a, _: .%E:4_:000 40 $34 1_', 30_.:
• ** C:OIIF'O'_.ITIOI4 _,FJITCH ,_**
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- All testswere run with filament#I.
- Backgroundspectrataken with all SUMS valves^open,calibrationstationorifice
open, and stationchamberpressureat 6 x I0"_ Torr. SUMS has been pumpingon
itselfwith the inlet valve closedand the range valveopen for _ 24 hours
prior to this time. Beforethis the inletpressurewas as high as 33 Torr.
Backgrounddata storedon tape #008, file #3.
- Temperatures=





NominalPressureProfilefollowedup to time - 150 seconds,then pressure
w_s held constantand data was taken for another50 seconds. Data storedon
HPgB3Otape #202, bulk file #2.
- SpecialTest #2
Same as above exceptpresstlrewas held at t - 650 seconds. Data storedon
HP9830tape #202, bulk file #3.
- SpecialTest #3
Exponentialpressureprofilewas followedstartingat P = .ITort. Curve
followedwas:
P - Poeat
Po - .I Torr
a - 0.0132
Range valve closedfor entiretest. Inletvalve a11owedto close automatically.
Data stored on HP9830tape #202, bulk file #4. After pampingdown system at
the end of the run, AMU28peak was less than 2.7 x 10"12 Amps.
- SpecialTest # 1 (Again)
First run was done with filament#2 by mistake. Test was rerunusing
filament#I. Same profile. Data on tape #202, bulk file #2.
ext. press, before after
AMU28 peak @ 3 x 10 B Tort 3.51 x 10"12 A 3.73 x 10"12 A
...... _ .,_m . i i i illl , , ,. , , .... i kh_.A
O0000004-TSBOI
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- Special Test #2 (Again)
First run donewith filament#2 by mistake. Test rerun using filament#I.
Nominalprofilefrom t • 500 to t - 630, hold at 630. Data on tape #202,
bulk file #3.
ext. press, before after
AMU 28 peak@ 2 x i0"8 T 2.5_ "12 A 2.47-_ "12 A





- Afterrunningthethreespecialtestsa secondbackgroundspectrawas taken.
This spectrawas takenwith all SUMS valvesopen, the calibrationstation
thrott1_ngvalve fully open, the orificeopen and the chamberpressureat
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- _, ._,- --_---'_-_ '-_--: -- _,3_ ee' _::e, ee" e_: 4 4
'" " ' ...... """ 154 8 _ _ _ 4
•"_ " " '_ 155 8 8 2_ 23
156 8 8 8 23 4
157 _3 23 8 8 4
158 _ B _ 8 4
159 8 ¢ _ _ 4
I_0 _ 8 _ _:$
161 _ 8 _ _ 4
I_2 _ 8 8 8 4
163 8 8 8 8 4
164 23 8 8 8 4
I_5 8 E: $ 8
I_.6 8 _:: E: 8 4
167 8 8 8 _'3 4
16E: 8 8 E_ 5_; 4
169 8 _._ 8 8 4





1.1 t: 8 _ 5", 4
l? 4' I _ ]:! r. );: _,Lt. .4
1 .',4 _ ;.4 _64 _4 :: (! ,E: ,4
17r ir-_ f_ .Jr "-
i"7 ! 4¶, _'. _: _: 4
_lm__ 1," 6; 2. "_ ;_: 6_ 8 '4
'' 'l ' _'_ 1_:1 .:::_: _: _ _ .4
-' 1_.;2' 9'_ I i,0 |60 175 4
221 4
1, o, 191 2"0£ 2:0_1,_:4 "" 4
,-_•"- _,,"--.--_.... I_:._, 180 I'?i 160 i.%0
....... e.'- 16'.{. I_:D 2 _: _: _.: 4
" I_:7 ;_: _: _ _. 4
,_.............-_= _...-__ " 190 E: _: _ E:
%.,,r
""," _ , . 1'_, t:4 114 84 _4
1 '_T J" " _: j:_: .4
• ._. 1-"
•" -., . '1 _.(t_ _: _' 6: 8
: _,.e
,.0., ,:,:, • ,
g __'.e.Z.'_ .... 4 _07 8 6: _ £: 4
S'l 1 _ _,:_, _ 5": '-_",_'._,
- .-- ".-_ " ..... • _12 _: 6 _ ,S 4-'10
•- - :, " :, _: 8'_ 445_-'
___ _14 130 1_0 180 175 45_0
,. 21_' 191 /',21 175 175 45_07 75 175 4 14 4700
--_ "" 219 0 0 8 8 4580
_20 8 3_ _, 8
2_1 8 t_ _ _ 4700
222 _: _ 8 _ 4700
22?4 8 ;:'- 8 i_. 4700
22'{ I_ 8 _ 8 4700
'_'" 23 _: t' 8 4820
_ ,,._, p ._.,-- c L_ 470('




+' 2'_ 1_:.:2 IE4E ¢ Fk,':E _ CIF '.::
1
2C':! E: E: _.: _ 4c.20
240 8 ""
•_. $ 4
24_: _: 8 8 8 4
_44 _ _, _'_':, $ 4
• _4. ;_: _: ,_,""
" .........'._ _' 24," 2_:;.:
.'_' _; _: 8 4
_:. ,_4, E; 8 8 4
"- 250 8 8 E: 8
I [ I II I _.+_, _ 4
-:'57 _ : _ " _ ;_: 12
2_ '_ '3 _: ,_: _,: 4
260 8 _: _: .;.....',
:"61 8 :"C: 8 38 4
262 23 8 8 8 4
"68 8 8 8 38 4
:+.+264 23 8 8 ... 4
26_ E', 8 8 8
26_ 8 8 38 8 4
268 B +., 8 IB 4
26._ 23 8 ....'_ ', 8 4
...... + . I + 2 3
• 271 8 8 E: I_'
l . . _ ' _" _ . + l " + 272 8 8 8 8 4
...... _l 1: - =-I . 27":: 8 E; E; E: 4
. 1 z?,; + + +. +
-.+, + + + +276 8 8 8 8 4_77 e B e e 4•.- ' 278 B g g g 4
l r _ _ " _ " _ l _ l " 2 ?9 3B 23 8 8 4
_80 B 8 8 8
281 B 8 8 2_: 4
_82 e 8 8 38 4
284 8 8 B 8 4
,._.. $ 8 Z,;: 8
28_ e 8 8 e 4
2_'.7 8 8 a_,"" 8 4








._' ,_',: J_:.L ]rJ'] HI;'; ",LIH:. ' H ( F'f1,_,_r I OF _:
FUH,_11_ HIlL 1E_1
IIl_Tl:l T_F'E _I= ".;" ¢I.ILI, _IFITI_F|LE a 4
_,UH_ FUI4C'I|OIIPIL IE_
THROTIL|HC, VRLVE OF'EI_ RI4I_ OF'IFI_'E CF'EII.
• • % ,_e.
_r_*'_'_ fll'lLiC,EiEI:'t l_il', III_T_ F]LFIHEHT 14UI4EFR
.... SCRI,I NLII'IBER I 2 = 4 5 _ ? ¢ fiNRL MU,_
IHIEF LFI¢F _';Ll- | ,_ ._ 4 I 2 3 4IOH l _RI loll EhEl.'C, ,' 7¶, 7_, ,_ ?5 7=., ,"5 ,'?5 75
F ] LRI'I[ lIT llUlll,i. F 2 2 _ _ _ 2 _ ;_
C:RF' OH=I, OFF=2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
PLLI_., 15 VOLT 19": 19_: |9_ 19_ 1_:_ I_: _93 19_4
• " " ' " IOH F'LII'IF'VOL1 1,_:1 $¢1 1_:1 1¢1 1¢1 1£1 1_,0 1¢0
MINUC; 15 VOLT 130 I,_'_'I_C 130 130 12._ 130 130 -14,9_0
|ON SOURCE TEI'IF' 91 90 9C 90 90 90 90 90
PRE-_HP TEMF' I_9 1_ I_,_ 16'_ 16_ I¢._ 1_9 1_9
PLUS 5 VOLT 120 1_'0 1_C 1_'.0 1_'0 1_.0 1:_ 120
R"_ REFERENCE VOLT 1¢3 163 16_ 163 16:3 1_$ l_3 163
I.., I_5 I,?.5o_ 125 '_El,ll $¢.;1014 CLIRRENT 125 125 1._ 1_'5
_ COLLECTOR CLIF!_:ENT lOi_ 10_ 10_ 106 10_ 10l_ 10_ 10_
"_",," 'v,, -_. _'_':'_' ELECTROIt RCC VOLT 1.¢'0 1¢_ 19C 1¢? IE"_ 190 15._ 190
_. j_ .... ,_ e.-. ION PUI'IF' RNRLOIr:" ].O_V_.'4'_i_
00000004-TSD08





_ _;£FtlL......... H]GH H_'_;_;COLLECTOF............... LON HF%_.C;OLLECTOF-........
STEF"
m I
4 28,;: E: 8 4
.e-.
• "_ " ° . 8 _: _: 8 8 4
-_ ,,LI.,.,.-,..._,.L_.-.-.__ _L_,-- _ . ,Ii_ _ 8 8 8
-- ! :': 8 8 _ 8
!'_ E: 8 8 ,$ 4
22 8 8 8 8 4
• 2_ 58 t 14 e4 ! 14 4
"_'" 27 I_:0 I_:C_ 191 145 4
" ": _$ 99 130 _ 160 4
30 6._ 8 E; 8
; .'_ "'-_ ... 31 8 8 8 8 4
=- .,g;.-_"-'; ......-_. '.J";:-: B 2_ 23 18 4
.... -",_, 8 8 8 _.:, 4
@? 8 _ 8 8 4
__ .: :38 8 _'_ 8 E: 4
• _e 8 8 23 ,_
......... - 40 8 e e e
41 IB 0 8 25 4 !42 3e ?.3 _3 64 4
4_: 84 53 38 69 4 [
44 69 84 99 _ 4 145 !!4 2_ "" 8
46 8 8 8 8 4
47 8 8 -':"3 8 4
48 8 El _: 8 1£
. , 49 8 8 8 8 4




".i_¸ :i: ,,: ;i, :;: .4
_',.: _: _: _: :£', 4
74 E: _: ,_: "'"' 4
4Nr • ,__ _: _: _ 4
Xt_O 191 _77 105_ i_70
102 I_'_0 I_30 1630 16'd0 I_'
IC'.": 16_O 1_90 I_':C' 1570 4
!04 !,300 52_ 4::_! 32E_ 4
105 __0 2,_: ;,3 :"3
10_ _' _: _' _!: 4
1_,,i: 6: ,L:_: _: i:_: 4




;-' ;._ 1A_:;: 1_%1 _ fNt_r _ (if _.:
d
112 E: 8 :_ _'7r 4
I19 8 8 8 8 4
1_ 8 _-_: 8 _'_8 4
127 _ :_: 8 8 4
I_:4 e: _: _..:, 8 4
e
136 _; ::: c, _ ;
!2:7 8 ,_: _ 0 4
140 8 _: 8
141 E: 8 8 C':8 4
14_ 8 8 8 _ 4
14_ E: _', 8 8 4
144 8 E_ E: 8 4
145 E: _.: 8 P-_
14_ E: 8 _: _: 4
148 _ 8 8 _8 4
.... 14_ 8 8 _; 8 4
_i 150 _8 8 _
151 8 8 8 23 4
I.,,. _ 8 8 8 4
153 _ _ E! 8 4
I .,_._ e 8 8 8
!56 _ 8 69 8 4
157 B B 8 _8 4
158 B 8 IB _" 4
159 B _8 _3 '38 4
160 8 8 _: 8
161 8 8 8 8 4
162 _t 8 _:8 _ 4
163 8 8 E: 8 4
164 O :_: 8 6_ 4
165 38 8 8 8
166 8 8 E: 8 4
167 8 _ _: 38 4
168 IB _: 8 53 4
169 8 _; $: 8 4






/_J:I 6: _: 6: 6', !735
.:. ,_ 6: 6'. 6: ,.:_."" I 3_0
p.°.,
_'2:_' @ c,,, 61 ?: ! _'
':,"%'?. E: 8 _8; _,:6: 4
2'4 1 :[, :_: _: _: 4
43 E: 8 8 E: 4
__ 244 E: 6; _. E_ 4
c4_:, E: E: 6_ E: 4
_4, _: _: _: 4
$ ...,_.r_;.". _. , .c.,4_: 6: E: _: 5?, ,4
,c..= E: 8 4
" _ " 8,=.t. 6: 8 _',
._,, _: .::,"., - ,;
k 2_.;, ,.,. _:. _: _. 4
1.'- -,_ _Z,1 ....' '_: ,_: _; 4
5_ 26_ E: £: 8 E! 4
26 _.: E: E; E: 8 4
,964 _ £',D E: E: 4
:,'¢_; E: 8 8 8
%7_- E: _: 6: 2.3
-,_ ",_"_"_'_ =' ,9-7-" E: E: 8 8 4
2,., 8 E= E: 4
_,d_'_b,,,_ .. 275 _3 _"" e, 8 ',
276 8 8 8 53 4
_.,, 8 8 8 8 1:"
_79 6 8 8 23 4280 8 ...,_ mB
81 E= E: 8 8 4
26:2 8 8 E: .?.3 4
26;._: E_ E= 8 Et 4
284 8 8 _ 8 4
Z6:5 8 8 e 5£:
2E:_ 6: 8 _-J: 8 4
"'='' 8 E'. 8 8 4
26',9 E: E: _: E: 4








_.C,.'. E; 8 8 98 4
-- _ ..;_'..',,. _= . ........ ,U.. ::: i_: ;:.:
:_:I0 _: 8 _: _;
II C':IJ: C: ;_: _: i!.
_:1 :_: ;i', :_' ::: ,¢.; 4
, _ . _ _r.._._.".. : ,_=, _ 8 _: *.., 149
g
.,_,_ E: .q_: ¢ E: 149
' ! ..... ;_.,_ _ _, _:
, ;.';_,, 8 _ 38 1_4
: _ 8 _', _', _ 149
_4_ 8 8 _: 8
.%41 E', 8 8 _: 14 '?
34.k _: t_', 8 El 164
344 _ _.: 8 _ 10_:
.,4, e E: "'" 4
348 _: _: E: 8 4














* BeforeRuns 128 - 2.72 x 10"12 A, inletand rangevalvesopen, orifice
open,throttlingopen, Pchamber _ 7 x 10-9 Torr.
* Ion SourceTemperature = 9010 (HSKoutput) beforeabove data was taken.
* First run was full Dynamic,nominalprofile.
(Dataattached)
- after completionof run, 128 = 2.72 x 10"12 A, 8 minutesafter
pump-down,range valve closed,inletvalve open,orificeopen,
throttlingvalve open, Pchamber< 10"7Tort.
* Secondrun was nominalto 155 sec, then hold.
(Dataattached)
beforerun, 128 - 3.63 x 10"12 A, rangevalve open, inlet
valveopen, orificeopen, throttlingvalveopen, Pchamber< I0-7 Torr.
* Third run was nominalfrom 500 sec to 635 sec, then hold.
(Data attached)
- before run, I28 - 4.58 x 10"12 _, range closed, inlet open,






EHT_R I_CrHIHRL Ir,'HRI.UC F'P;E_.!_:LIF'EF'FCIFILE. ?:-5-_:2_ TRF'E #2_;. FILE #1,




5.2 0.900152' _6 107
-;, 108
20.1 9.000164 _27 I19
25.1 9.00816_ _: II0
30.0 0. L,00175 2_9 112
; 35,9 0. 9001 _:3 2;=0 113
i 40.0 9,000184 _31 114
4.,,. 0.00_195 _,o_,
.... 115




60.1 O. 900212 235 11
I_W,_ C_ .... _-_" 70.2 0.000221 230 _'_'
75,8 e.8002_ _'_-_.. 1_4(.;:'-, .oo oooo. .. .8.,._ 0,e00_47 241 _69O.Z 0.080_.1 243 12_9.,.= 8.60025'_ Z43 129
190.2 9.080_6_: _4;,_" 12_.
195.0 ¢.000;,_ " =
_4., 131
110.2 0.900289 "
115._ 0.000_.:, 24_: 132
1_0.0 0.900_,_ 24? 133
l...l _.000301 2_I 133
130.1 9.000_:II 25_ I_15
140,! 0.000_. _,_
_.4 137
145.1 0.000340 25T 138
- 150.0 0.008_ .... --_¢ I.._
155. I 0._00367 260 140
160.0 0.000_81 _61 142
...... I_5, _ 0.00038? z62 1_: OT_;N_L PAOE Ii
170.o 0.0004_4 ;:6_; 14_ Of' POOR QUALITY:' 174.? 9.000449 2_5 147
" 17_,'? 9.009441 _7 14_
_ , 185.1 0.009457 _6:_: 151
190.1 8.000476 _71 15_
• 195.1 0.000510 2?I 154
( (- _00.0 0.090531 272 156_ 205.1 0.0@0569 _75 158. 219 , 005@7 _ E:
219.9 0,090670 2E:2 164
_..9 0.00P6'_1 285 I_
-" • 0.900742 _E:E_ 168
3..0. 0.000784 290 170
Z39._: 0.090029 _91 172
_44.8 0.009_4_ ""
_:, 174
24_.E: 0.e00951 _96 178
(_3( ......°°°"""'i _ 2_._ 0.001100 302 184_5.0 9.001159 305 188
26_.9 0.001296 3_8 191
i._ 275.e @,991_18 _I_ 195
......... I _00.0 _.001402 316 196
285,0 9.001594 _20 199
290,0 0.001_77 ..._°_ 202
- 294,_ 0.001865 .,_-=- _05
= 300.0 0.002006 ;,_E,..... 20?
_9.,.e 0.08_195 _":' 214
_07.9 0.002417 336 _18
314,E: 0.00_659 340 223
;-_ 3_0.0 0.00_895 345 2_7
324.9 0.903:35_ 352 230
32'_._: 0.90342_ ..,o--., _34
335.0 0,903800 358 237
33_.? 0,00427_ 3;61 241
344.7 0,_04706 365 246
:! 350.0 9,005400 36_ 2_1
354.8 0.005894 375 _60
360.0 9.80693_ 3_:Z _6_
36:,9 0.80700:: 3L:_, 24t,
369,9 0.908Z34 294 141
375.0 0,0136_7 297 75
O0000004-TSE03
394.9 0. Ol -_,..-,, 15,7 '"
:_9,_,_ o._1:,,_7 1-",:: _' ORIGINAL PAQ£ I_
4i_4._: 0,0 IE_._. 150 _
4os.:" o._:a79_ 1__ -,'1 OF POOR Q, IALITY
414, 7 0,0_ _41_k"_ 14. _';1
i 419.9 O. 0::',"0_:9 ; 4.', 29
4,_4, _, U, 0,_ .':"4," 144 2 f'
42_, T O, {1-=_14_;. ] 44 _E
4_;4. ? O, 0_:4_:1 144 _¢,
4_','_,"_' C1,_'_44_,r;I 14 , _T
444. q 0, 0¶,07(t_' 144 o,"
449. ':_ O. klr,,r_,,_(_0 144 30
• t:_,C_,70;',_ 14r' _'_:4 .,4 _ 'r'
45_,, t. L,.., T, _ 14_, _'_
4_4• / O.0_:1597 14T +'"
469.9 0.0_ _2_;0 1d:: 30
4;'4, :!' O. 0_ _:=.,_0 150 .;_4
,¢... ,_¢
479. ? O. 11 IE:00 I ..... "-'
. 4L_;4.? O, 14,_740 I¢-'4 34
" - --='- ...... ' 4_:9. _; 0, 149_40 15_ 35
4.¢'4._; 0. 1_520 I_I 41
• ." • " 49."., 0..0;,1_-,0 163 ,_4
'- .,_4.. 0, " 1,:.'.;40 1_=., 4(
_=, ., i4 •, 0.2_:5_(' I?;' 56
- _ 1,., 5_.
""..4.? O, _:_':700 100
•" ."':' _: 0.41_250 I_=.' _9
534. ,_: O. 459_0 19._ 7_:
=- - 0, _:_,,_ 10 1_:', 8::'
.,44 ..... • -
= _ " "04 8_:
.,4.. c. O. _T 1090
£: q °-) ) '= " ' (!. _',¶,21O0 219 lOJ= "_ _ I.057_':0(' "'" _' 104
5;'4._: 1,21580r_ _c 10_.:
579,? I. 344200 2i;0 113
,. ._4._, .., 120
¢,_:'%_: 1.714000 ._41 127
594, ,' I.c_ 0_0_ .:4( I_:l
04, _.: 2. -:':'9900 25_ 13':'
_09. ( 2.6_:9000 261 142
...... _ 14. _.: 2,909400 3c'_ | 4_',
619,_ 3. 102500 2C_ 153
'" _4. ¶, _:, 884200 2_:1 IE.4
c'_:_'9,_: 4.139100 2 _:__: I_
c ._,':" 169
_,49.5 4. 548900 _90 170
_.r,4. _. 4. 785500 293 "_
_59. _ 4.90_900 2 '_4 174
_,_4. E ._,.O? 1200 295 I7_
6E9. _, 5.175500 29? ITE:
_. d74.5 5.33_700 29_, 179
654.5 5.4711 O0 300 181
"'- ' 609, =., 5. 553300 300 I_-'
¢94. ? 5. _:43200 301 18,_:
699, E 5. 725500 302 183
' 204.5 5.789600 30;; 184
709.5 5.89_000 -:04 1_:¶,
714,5 5.949500 _04 I_
71'% 4 _. 029500 :._., I_:;7
724.7 _, 123!400 30_" If._7
729.6 C',.219500 301 189
734, .' ¢_,3,_3200 ':':OT 109
744.4 .2,507900 .3C_: 19
749,7 6.54_90f_ .;:10 191
,'54. _ _,. _,"0400 ;.:l A 19-:
75_. 4 E,. 75,9400 -!1i 19"'
7E,4. ,4 6. 059800 _:I. 19_'
"';* " _.919,"00 ;:12 194
774, ," 7.0832,)0 -d_ 194
;'79,_ 7. I-'-4_00 2,14 19_,
;'_,4. _ 7,3:*_.:000 31 _ 1¢'!+
?_9,r" ?, 315400 31_ 19_,
794, £ 7, 4£'1500 " I'_ 19_,
---------__----_......_ _---__................---....___... ,,----_........ _,_j|
O0000004-TSE04
..,..,40_
884._ 7.651900 3_0 197
_09._ 7.75_700 319 198
819.6 7.9931B0 @21 198
_4.5 8.1205@_ 3_i 199
_34.5 8.2570_0 _24 20_
829.5 8.27788@ _22 2_
849.4 8.28_000 3_ 280
854.4 6.4_:0_U :,_' 200
859.4 _,. 6;,c60_ _.., _1
864,4 8.821000 _._, 201
874.:_: 9.174000 _4 20_:
879._: 9.224000 325 _04
084.5 9.457800 _2_ 295
88..., 9.593000 32? _05
- _$io --
, 899.4 9.859000 228 207
_'"_ ..... 904.3 10.005000 2_8 207
909.4 10.150000 229 208
_ 919.4 10.409000 220 209I . 924.4 10.576000 221 210
934.4 I0.90400_ 332 211
944,_; 11.210000 _, 21_:
,_,34 214949.3 11.281800 ""
.54 .... Ii.5_:0000 3_4 _14
9.,..4 II.664_00 335 215
964.3 II.8750_0 23_ 216
_._ 969.4 12.028000 _26 _17
( .... . . .....
• 9F4.: l_._a. O00 32? _I?
984.3 I _.554000 2_!9 219
989.4 I_. ?_8000 239 220
994._: 12.891000 240 2_0
................ _._ 1:_:.087000 341 221
/ 1004.3 12:.257000 342 =_
1009.5 1_..4,.,0_C, :,4_ _..,
1014.4 1_:.640_00 .... <"_'
" 1_19.3 1_:.869000 243 223
10_4,3 14.030000 345 225
.,4. 22510._.. 14,256800
'' _ 1024._: 14,412000 246 2_6
1029.2 14.641800 246 226
.2 4 ,4 .8 8 7 ?
4 1849.4 15.062000 24E! 22_
1054,3 15.2_:_000 2_9 22E:
105_.c 15.51200_ 252 228
1864._ 15,690_0 252 228
" 15.919000 251 _29106.._
1074.3 16.142000 251 2_9
1079,4 16.262000 253 2_8
_,m C,1084.3 16.606000 ..... 230
1089._: 16.826000 _52 2_:Ik _ ( 1094.2 17.091000 2_4 221" 9 1 .299 0 355 32
" 1104.4 17.578000 255 252
1109.3 17.817000 255 22_
t 1114.2 18.052000 25_ 22_
: 1119.2 18._89000 oS _ 234
II_4.3 18.559000 357 _34
11_9.4 18.841000 257 _'_=
1124.3 19,057000 25_: _'_,,.
1139.2 19.250000 258 _.,_,
1144.3 19.6_8000 359 _36
1149.2 19.900000 m_ _"_'"
1154,2 20.181000 359 _37
II.... i 20.481000 260 228
1164.2 20.759000 3_,_ 239
11_9._: 21.048000 361 229
1174,_ 21._4_008 ....' 240
_,_ _41
, 1179.2 _1._58000 ''"









__ oRiGiNALpAGEISOF poOR QuALfTY
( E;:TF_* IlEIII. PF'OF|L[ TO t55 SE[_ TflEIt HCiLIJ, 3-5-_2, T_F'E IZ0:l° F|L[ _.,
TItrE E=fiF!fl3F::_t4 flHLI 2C flMLI 14
F'F'E_._LIF'E
ChO O,_bO14_ _¶, lOT'
10.2 _,00('147 _2t', I0_
1_,:_: 0.00015:_: _2t_ 107




_._ 0.0_01_:5 _30 113
45,_ _,000194 _'_' 114
54,_ 0._00.0. _:4 117
_4._ 0,000_17 _'" 120
, ?4. _ O. 0002 i:2 _,_."" _'_'
I_4,_ O,O00Z_4 .4. 131
I14.'P 0.000_95 _4_ I_
. ,.- ..,1 134124,_ 0,000309 #_
144, P O. 000_:50 --'.:'r_ I_!_:
14_,P 0,000_5_ ..,,_: 140
_ _ 1.4.. 0.0_,I _5_ 140
15_,_ 0,0003_ _61 141
I ) 174.7 0.000_: 264 144
--_, " 184,E 0,0003_: 2C4 145
-*. I_._ 0,000_? _64 145
194._: 0.0003_7 _64 145
199._: 0,00036_: _64 145
; _04._: 0,00036_ 2_4 145
20_.E_ 0,000369 264 145
i _14,6 0,00036E: _64 145
_19._ 0,0_0369 264 145
_4,_: 0,000_70 264 145
_,4
22_.7 _.O00_c._ 145
) L 234.? 0,00036_: 4 145
_3_._ 0,0003_6 264 145
244,_ 0,0_0369 _64 145
_49,8 0.000366 _64 145
t • _4,_: e,e00_69 _4 145
_5_.E_ 0,00036E: _c,.,"'" 145
264,_ 0.000_70 _6_ 145
2_._: 0,0003_6 264 145
_74._: 0,000365 265 145
.," _ .... 0,_00_?0 264 145












.... '"E;:IF'FI, HOH. PFOF1LE T[[ _!_, _;Et:l THEII HOLt1, _:,-5_:,:_ 'TAPE _,;,O;, FIL[ am,
T|I'I_ E:AFtATF'I)II _I,ILI _: RI'IU A4
F'FtE_;_,LIPE
* I 500.0 0.152550 177 57
! 505,0 0.219000 179 5_: _.
, " " _ 510.!; 0.250570 100 61(. 525, I 0._I_4_ IE=9 69530.0 0.3670_:0 192 70
5_5.0 0.45_24_ 194 P_:
540.1 0.518_0 197 ?5
545.0 0.556160 _02 _I
549.9 0,022940 _06 E:$
555.1 0,751000 213 97
560oi 0.73370_ 2_I 101
565.1 0.761300 223 10_
570.1 O.E,_,._OU _5 10_:C "'"[ .... ..1 0.9_:9700 a_5 104• 5E=0.1 1.260500 22E: 107
"_-._ ==.E,..O 1,5E:6600 _._"'" 114
590._ 1.70_000 241 1_5
-' _ 595.1 I.$70200 24_ 131
.......... 600.0 _.112300 _54 13_
605.) 3.424400 860 139
_I0.0 3.6_1500 264 14_:
615.0 _._14700 26_ 149
....... 620.1 3.1_0000 274 15_
6_5. I 3,$E:7600 2?? 156
. .,IF- _ 630.0 3. _28E:00 2_1 16_
- /f _ , 634.9 3,057100 2_: 1_4
) 640.0 =,.91.200 209 166
. _45,0 3.E:0_$00 _9 167
650.1 3,8_270_ 290 167
655.0 3.B¢1400 290 167
660.1 $.000700 290 167
665.1 3.0_400 290 I_7
_?0.1 3.0_000 290 1_7
675.0 3._0700 290 I_7
679.9 @.083_00 290 167
605,! 3.000_00 _90 1_7
• /-_ 690.0 " ""_'_._=_0¢ _90 167
) 694,9 3.0_1300 _90 167
O0000004-TSE11
• III I
O0000004-TSE12
